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Dominick DePaola, the third and
/"a' cand'date for the presidency of
UOP, visited the campus last week
and quoted from a multitude of fa
mous people to express his views on
the university's condition and future.
DePaola, currently the president
and dean of the Baylor College of
Dentistry, also focused on the condi
tions of universities in general.
The United States higher educa
tion enterprise is in the mist of fac
ing perhaps its greatest threat in history, he said last Thursday in a pre
sentation to the campus community.
"For example, Robert Atwell, the
President of the American Council of
Education, has identified five primary
external forces impacting higher edu
cation. One: The fiscal constraint.
Two: The expanding view of higher
education as a consumer good. Three:
The increasing emphasis on specific
vocational training. Four: The com-
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The committee to choose a successor to retiring UOP president Bill
L. Atchley will recommend both re
maining candidates to the Board of

All Mentor II students must attend.
All others are welcome.

,,

wu,,;20

Feb. 23, 3:00 p.m., Public Safety

A conference room will be dedicated
in honor of public safety officer Steve Scallin,
who died suddenly last summer.
See News in Brief for more information on both of these events.
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Renovations
planned for
residence halls,
dining facilities
UOP looks at more
suite, apartmentstyle living
MACLEAN FLOOD

Pacifican staff writer

Chris Shultz/The Pacifican

Dominick DePaola, the third candi
date to replace retiring UOP president
Bill L. Atchely, advocated studentcentered management at UOP.
promise of institutional autonomy
and shifting of governance from a
shared to a centralized model. And
five: A growing pressure for educa
tional accountability," DePaola said.
DePaola feels the student is the
See Third Candidate page 4
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Regents, according to Sandy Rux, ad
ministrative assistant to the commit
tee.
Search committee members vis
ited the campuses of Donald DeRosa
and Dominik DePaola early this week.
Barring any shocking revelations
about either candidate, the commit
tee will submit both names to the
Board of Regents for consideration.
Candidate Dennis Brown took
himself out of the running when he
accepted a job at Clarkson University
in New York two weeks ago.
The Regents will make a confi
dential decision at their Feb. 27 meet
ing, according to Regents' Chair Bob
Monagan, and will begin private ne
gotiations with the candidate they
choose.

UOP's housing department has a
plan to remodel some residence halls
into suites and apartment-style living
facilities. The catch: an estimated $15
I million price tag and a few years' wait.
I he proposed changes come in
part due to the recognition of the new
1990's student and a realistic look at
trends. The apartments on campus
are full, while the residence hall
population has been dropping over
the years, according to Jesse Marks,
associate dean of students and co
author of the renovation plan.
Remodeling campus dining halls
into one large Summit-type facility
has also been proposed.
A consultant will be hired to as
sess future student housing needs and
help UOP decide whether or not to
integrate dining hall renovations into
the plan, said Jim Falcone, director
of residential life and housing.
Funding for the residence hall
project is up to the Board of Regents,
who supported the hiring of a con
sultant knowing that "the [pricej
range could be at minimum $50,000
for a reduced-scope study up to prob
ably $100,000 for the complete
study," said Marks.
"We need to do something about
the residence halls. We need to do
something about the dining halls,"
said Falcone.
One proposal calls for remodel
ing Grace Covell and South/West
complex into suite and apartmentstyle facilities, complete with indi
vidual kitchens and bathrooms.
When are the residence hall
,
See Renovation page2
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Renovation
continued from page 1

AIDS
I

Presentation

A panel of experts will discuss
AIDS in the Faye Spanos concert
Hall on Thursday, Feb. 23 at n°OI|Panelists will include Dr. Sarah
Grimes of the Cowell Health Cen
ter and Alan Rin,.a representative
of the S3n Joaquin AIDS Founda
tion who is living with AIDS.
All Mentor II students must
attend, but the entire campus comI munity is welcome.
"One of the topics for Mentor
II is to look at AIDS as a public
policy issue," said Roger Barnett, a
professor in the mentor program.
The presentation is jointly
sponsored by the Mentor Program
and the Office of Student Life.
Room dedicated to officer
i
A conference room in the de
partment of Public Safety will be
dedicated in the memory of Officer
Steve Scallin, who died suddenly
last summer.
The room will be dedicated at
3:00 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 23.
The campus community is in
vited to attend. Call Lt. Jerry Hous
ton at 946-2537 for more informa
tion.
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the campus sometim
,My'«We also have to start pre-p!anning. Because if the faciht.esaje go
ing to be renovated you ve got to fig
ure out how you're going to house
Qtnrlpnts" said Marks.
The dining hall renovations may
be done in conjunction with
Aramark, formerly known as ARA, a
outside vendor that was brought in
by President Bill L.Atchley to provide
food service for UOP in the late
1980's Aramark developed a plan to
dose Grace Covell and Calhson dming halls while expanding Libert

The brothers of Omega Phi Al
pha raised $600 for the children of
the Anderson Y during their Val
entines' philanthropy. The frater
nity sold 600 carnations which
were delivered to the purchaser's
prospective Valentine.
"Childhood should be the
greatest part of a person's life," said
Dev Krishnan. "These kids don't
have the opportunities that many
of us have had. It's sad, but its
I something we can't avoid. Hope
fully, these donations will make a
difference."
Omega Phi Alpha has three
additional philanthropies planned
this semester. Each will benefit the
children.

fr

,ehe

S%"iororrec°onS?uc,S„
monev would be forgiven.
"Almosteveryin^itutl"n ,^°d
has done something like that' sa
Falcone. He stressed that everything
is in the planning stage.
Falcone and Presto
they both
hoped to see the dining halls finished
by fall 1996.

Did You Know-

• Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there IS
ii
an on-going need for good quality plasma.
• Plasma-based medicines save thousands of
lives, some right here in our community.
• Just a few hoursof your time each month can
help make the difference in someone's life.
• Miles compensates you each time you donate.
Depending on how often you donate, you can

A poem in honor of Black History
Month by student J.P. Irby, printed
on page 20 in the Feb. 16 issue, con
tained numerous editing errors. The
poem is reprinted in this week's edi
tion.

receive up to $135 a month!
• Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
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SETTING IT STRAIGHT

We want to make sure the stories in this
newspaper are correct. If an error has
been made, please contact Editor-inChief Chris Shultz by telephone at
(209) 946-2115 or on the Internet at
CSHULTZ@VMSl.CC.UOP.EDU.
^
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New federal budget plan
;|to restructure student aid

ris(o(lief5,

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The Clinton administration has
Dar
'*41
son GdOOf^ I announced plans to restructure the
rre •~»™. Pell Grant program serving thousands

n (Hr^f 0f American college students and to

lfffycoo4 •

increase the maximum amount avail
CrtS able under the program.
Clinton's fiscal year 1996 budget
-ftlCarj^ plan would raise the maximum grant
by1280, from $2,340 to $2,620. How
ever, it also would split eligible stu
fiipple
dents into two groups, with those in
academic programs seeking aid
through Pell and many in vocational
filStoy programs receiving aid through new
Suonglj programs at the U.S. Department of
Wfc Labor.
ttfe
The restructuring is part of
Clinton's overall $1.61 trillion bud
%lh
DianaPto get plan, which was unveiled Feb. 6
SuongTiar and outlines $144 billion in cutbacks
for deficit reduction and middle-class
tax cuts over the next five years.
Under the plan, Clinton has pro
myMefe
posed
consolidating 70 job training
tsiSijt
programs,
mostly from the Depart
miete
ments of Education and Labor, using
sjiM I the money to offer "Skill Grants" to
students in vocational, non-degree
sSiro f Pr°grams. The grant amounts could
«* j a'ach $2,620, the same amount as
\ under Pell.
%

"If one-third of Pell r.rantc ^
shifted to the Skill Grant program0
instead of dealing with one^rogram
community colleges would deal with
two programs and two agencies for
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i

the same total number oSent -

Meanwhile, the increase in the
maximum Pell Grant, if approved

7992 freH°Ver,l0St grOUnd- Sin«
92 funding for the program has
remained relatively flat
"The Pell Grant is the basic life
• *,
line to higher education for manv
working families and many Ameri
cans with low incomes," said U.S.
Department of Education Secretary
Richard Riley in announcing the bud
get blueprint.
Overall, the amount of money
So™ of the asphalt walkways on campus arc beinTwplTJZmmw
budgeted in Pell for degree-seeking
waklnTh aesth.et,^allyPleasinS concrete sidewalks, and a few new sidestudents would increase by almost
$700 million, the budget plan states.
As a result, an estimated 2.8 million
students would receive grant awards
Those walkways already replaced or built include a new sidewalk on
in 1996, up from 2.7 million this year.
Pushing and the replacement of the walkway in front of Weber Hall
According to Department of Edu
f<"'!" "'I'1""'""-'" "I"sphalt rf.wi
HmdHriZfd
near
cation officials, not only would more
ZZkk
wall
walkway
replacement
ami
staircase
inside
students receive Pell Grants in 1996,
tin brick wall on Pacific, near Burns Tower and Morris Chapel
but the average student would receive
0'"" f P I ""''S
slightly more money under Clinton's
IZMrun
mnunder
tmSlyTZj!
'*«rt
snouia
$25,000, according
to Kirim.
plan. The average Pell Grant would
increase from $1,545 to $1,710 they
said.
. ^ministration officials call their
However, some education groups
"
,'i'n
"r ProPosal a fundamental
are taking a "wait-and-see" attitude
ment of the president's G1 Bill for
get would eliminate eight small pro
on the entire Pell Grant package un
Amencan Workers, which seeks to
grams, including Patricia Robert Har
til
they
find
out
more
details.
Some
2°P m°re cost-effective, betterris Fellowships aimed at recruiting
educators are questioning administra
Th
twining programs.
underrepresented minorities. The
tion estimates of how many students
P
POSal
foIlows
a
Department
of Education said the
intens!'H K°
year of
are enrolled in vocational programs.
C
in
the
clin
program
duplicates
other federal pro
istratin
ton admin"It's unclear where those numbers
c°mmun t "*1the hi8her education
grams
with
a
similar
aim.
Informational Meeting
come from," said Sharon Thomas
s'udent r ^
ut Ilow best to reform
Federal
support
for
National
Sci
Parrott, vice president of governmen
and Admissions Fair
ence Scholars and Javits Fellowships
tal relations at DeVry Institute, which
P0rts of ah!nC'alKaid Pr°Srams- Realso would end under the proposal.
y for"Profit trade
schools Wh
operates degree-granting vocational
enro11
Funding freezes would affect
Thursday . March 9
dents in r i
unprepared stuprograms that presumably would not
s
rt
many
other
programs,
including
sup
Program^r,
b° -term vocational
UC Davis
fall under the new program because
port for historically black colleges
dence in o„i?S er.oded public confiof their degree emphasis.
Memorial Union Plaza
and universities and TRIO programs
m 1 ell and other financial aid
Student groupfs also voiced cau
Program
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
ts' !ay some educators.
that help recruit low-income, disad
"Tk
tion. "We haven't figured out where
J here $
vantaged students into higher edu
Sponsored by the
,Vveen thn
uuierence bea ""-"
clear1 difference
•"
Dethe Pell Grant increase is coming
cation.
West Coast Consortium
a"d thos^ m vocati°nal programs
from yet," said Jeannette Galanis, vice
of Private Law Schools
One of the few higher education
president of the United States Student
Arnold u-*auadeniic Pro8rarns,"
programs
slated
for
expansion
is
the
torofth m
tchem, executive direcP
Association.
president's new direct-loan program,
t'onal Onn at'ona' Council of EducaElsewhere, the administration's
currently
in place at more than 100
rtUnity
Associa
PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS:
Howev°
tions.
student aid budget would freeze most
institutions. The budget plan calls for
eges
1C
comm
California Western
post-secondary education programs.
'
opD(>iT
unity coldirect loans to cover 80 percent of the
'"°uld cai," the move, saying it
Golden Gate University
Federal support for college workloan market by 1997 and all loan
Gonzaga University
'"'ions that
changes for instistudy and Supplemental Educational
volume
by 1998. The White House
a°d vocat
CUS
on
Lewis and Clark College
°
hoth academic
Opportunity Grants would remain at
says the initiative will save money by
McGeorge
.^olddnn?1!31 Pr°grams. The plan
$617 million and $583 million re
cutting
subsidies to banks.
atlcall
Pepperdine University
institution.
y affect "who these
spectively. The plan also would cut
This plan will likely face strong
Santa Clara University
havid iare''' one advocate said.
State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)
opposition on Capitol Hill, however,
Seattle University
e
lerce
^ rican a
' President of the
in half to $31.4 million, part of a twoSouthwestern University
wher top Senate and House Republi
t0"e8es
ssPcration of Community
year plan to phase out this program,
University of San Diego
cans already are on record wanting
Education Department officials said.
!> ihakelaHthe ProP°sed change
University of San Francisco
to
scale
back
the
program.
The
direct
dents m
,ministrating grants to
Federal support for scholarships
Whittier College
loan program currently operates
fSR¥lexfft UC
tougher and more
and fellowships also would fall draWillamette University
a.lpng.si.d.eth.e.tradi.tionaJ studentJoan
community coHeges: *"
mahcklfy
tfre* plan." The~bad-"

#—*-*

Learn About
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Third Candidate
Burglary
On Feb. 12 several trophies were sto
len from Omega Phi Alpha.
There were two burglaries Feb. 13.
Archania had a stereo system stolen
and in the parking lot by the quads a
purse and CD player were removed
from a vehicle.
Thefts
One Feb. 9 a wallet and some money
were stolen from a purse in the library.
A parking decal was stolen on Feb
10.
On Feb. 13, a tire from a vehicle was
stolen at Zuckerman Field, and money
was taken from an athletic bag in the
Fitness Center.
A stop sign was removed from the
, corner of President's Drive and Pacific
Avenue on Feb. 14.
Computer services reported some 4
megabyte SIMMs, or computer
memory, missing on Feb. 15.
Tampering with
fire alarm systems
Someone tampered with Grace
Covell's fire alarm system on Feb. 15.
Alcohol violations
Two persons with open containers
were confronted, one Feb. 11 on
Stagg Way and another on Feb 12 at
Khoury Hall.
On the corner of Fulton and Pacific
officers made a DUI arrest Feb 15 A
person under the influence of alco
hol was throwing objects at a South
west window.
Miscellaneous incidents
Officers made a warrant arrest
Feb. 13 on the footbridge, and a
young arsonist was discovered at
the university bookstore.

continued from page 1
most important part of an academic
institution, and "planning and bud
geting are inextricably linked to
gether."
"In my view, the president must,
above all, insure that students will
remain in the focal point of all uni
versity programs and will never be
relegated to a place of secondary im
portance," said DePaoIa.
Concern was shown by DePaola
over the vision statement, adopted by
the Board of Regents to chart the fu
ture course of the university. He said
UOP has many wonderful programs,
but perhaps the vision statement is
too broad. UOP should instead make
the general public aware of the
unique qualities it already possesses,
Dominick DePaola discussed his philosophy of highe^S^f1
like the unique faculty and student
relationships.
with students Michelle Pak (center) and Julie Mrozek (right)
"Clearly a vision must be shaped
able to build innovative linkages and
ti°n and faculty at Baylor |
by its leadership after a thorough
community partnerships to secure
consulted the experts at Disn
knowledge of the institutional culture
their role in preparing tomorrow's
versity in Florida.
and in direct consultation with the
leaders," said DePaola.
university's broad constituents. Thus,
The future was very important to
I would expect that the vision will be
DePaola: "If you define the future by
reshaped and remodeled by the new
what you are doing today, you're in
leadership of the institution, but the
big trouble. The world is moving so
core values must remain the same "
fast it takes creative thinking to stay
said DePaola.
in the lead, thus by definition a uni
DePaola also suggested the
versity, and specifically the Univer
Wan! te write after graduaii
university's offerings are too broad,
sity of the Pacific must be able to use
and suggested that UOP might look
Storf building your portfolio lit
a changing environment for its ben
to other universities to create a com
efit, and that of its students and con
Call Rebecca Nelson af94G-21
prehensive educational package to
stituents."
share resources instead of competing
6
During his lunch with students,
for students.
ePaola expressed his concerns with
"There are many examples of in
customer, or in this case student sat
stitutions of higher education that
isfaction. In his quest for improving
have flourished and thrived in this
the
performance of the administra
^
TOTAL L(
sea of adversity because they've been
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ab e to hone their admissions, take
boldI and creative steps and plan for
the future and insure that ideas and
education drive their quest for funds
nd physical resources and have been

Mystic Candle Shnp
oils • incense • candles • curios • herbs
open 10 to 5 I ucsdny-Saturday

Happy He
4 p.m. •'
Monday -

2028 Main St • Stockton, CA 95205

465-1006

Special announcement
Classes are now available on campus
for the use of tear gas as a deterrent
to attack. This short class will permit
you to purchase a canister of tear gas
to be used for personal protection
Training in the use of a kubotan and
unarmed self-defense is also available,
ou may call Advanced Security Insti
tute directly at 1-800-533-4274 or

London

$198
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I i i
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grind..,
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Washington D.C. $184 *

Boston
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Frankfurt
Paris
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Bangkok
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New York

2537Ca0 C°ntaCt Publ'C Safety at 946"

During this period of time, Public
Safety officers provided 44 hours of
foot patrol to the campus, 1 hour of
bicycle patrol, provided 3 escorts
found 3 open doors, and contacted
33 suspicious persons. Officers also as
sisted 5 stranded motorists durinq the
past week.

(209) 478-6290
232a GRAND CANAL BLVD '4 • STOCKT0NC
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTCAN"

$iaa*
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Corner of March Lane & PeTS^
next to FABRICLAN®'
Open Tues-Sun : 9:00 a.m. •
Closed Mondays

1425 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
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Jason Lauborough
Opinion Editor

946-2115
jlauboro@uop.cs.uop.edu

SHOULDN'T WE be
HEADING BACK, BAD?

Heehlq nerns for the OOP Communitu since 1908

EDITORIALS
Choosing a president

NAM-IT'S ONLY
THURSDAY!

DeRosa or DePaola? Either would be fine
We've met both candidates. We read their resumes and checked their
'references. We even heard them speak in front of the campus
The fact that Dennis Brown, the first candidate to visit, took a job at

THE PRESIDENT'SDAY WEEKEND STRAGGLERS

Cartoon by Frank Flaherty

™rjtu^wh,,e h,s qua"ficatims^ Letters to the Editor

«a - wo'uld doVfineloL"8

D°nM ^ °' D°minick

DeRosa is a process man, a consensus-builder. (Not because consensusi He wn?W "en ^ P?pular'

we miSht add'

feaS u'fomS" *°

but because he really believes

eVMy°ne

*° My'Sbape a common

namSnr whil! SivinS ade9uate time to process, may be the more dyfivantc fn . ;^n3Su.a vlsIon for h'gher education in the next century and

KSISSE MS*"•by ,he way'uop may bt J
d

thelMHprfi!-iS tbe, difference? It's style. Some fear DeRosa might not have
lty to implement his ideas and would spend years trying
to hniia
C
Sen
U
S
buildina ?h u . 5 °thers fear DePaola may spend a month on consensusimp
boldly lead UOP where no one wants to follow.
dates nn
k b°th consensus_buiIding and bold leadership. Both candih qualities in varying degrees. Which candidate you like
bestko
f
st 1 a matter of personal style.
century e(r^andidate would be an excellent choice to lead UOP into the 21st
Search r C si.ncere appreciation of the campus goes out to the Presidential
^ committee for bringing us two fine candidates.
ftor/a/s reflect the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board.
senior editors and section editors are members of the Board.

Thanks for Cay at UOP
Dear Editor:
Congratulations on Christopher
Shultz's new series, Gay at UOP.Iat
tended UOP as an undergraduate in
the early 80's, and have returned to
completemy doctorate.Ilearned first
hand what a struggle it was to come
to terms with my homosexuality as
an undergraduate student at UOP.
When I returned to campus as a
graduate student in 19921 contacted
the folks at student life in hopes of
joining a gay-lesbian student organi
zation, but my efforts were to no
avail. Should such a group start up,
count me in!
Vicki T. Purslow
Graduate Student
Ed. Note: The Gay Youth Alliance meets
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Anderson Y
Center.

Police not doing enouqh

Dear Editor:
On Saturday, Feb. 4, there was a
fight between students from Chico
State and our students while playing
football. I happened to be at the
health center when one student came
in with a broken nose, a bloody eye,
and bruises all over his body, in addi
tion to another student with a bloody
scalp. I called the UOP Police. Close
to 45 minutes passed, and they hadn't
showed up to see what was happen
ing.Iwas so angry,Icalled them back,
and they said "Oh yeah, we'll be
there."
When? The students had to go to
ER. This proves that our police are
not doing a good job. They're not
even issuing tickets in parking lots,
because there are always cars without
stickers, not getting ticketed, but leav

ing no room for cars with stickers.
And, they don't answer phone calls
either.
My friend told me that this guy
was following her on his bike. She
called UOP Police, and they said
"we'll talk to them." But, while she
was going to the library, this guy was
still following her. What is going on
with the police? Don't they get paid
enough? With all the tuition we're
paying, they should do their jobs.
What would happen if my friend was
raped?
A Concerned Student
The Pacifican may elect, on occa
sion, to conceal the identity of letter writ
ers. Letters submitted for publication
must, however, have a name and phone
number to verify facts and authorship.

In support of Cay at UOP
Dear Editor:
As a former UOP student now
studying at the dental school campus,
I manage to get my hands on a copy
of the Pacifican from time to time and
was pleased to come across [The Paci
fican] article on "Gay at UOP" (Feb.
9). I spent six years studying at the
Stockton campus, making my way to
a graduate position within the Biol
ogy department.
My first four years were spent very
much "in the closet"—the last two
[out], marked by many personal chal
lenges as I began dealing construc
tively with issues surrounding my
sexual orientation. Being keenly
aware of UOP's conservative flavor I
and several others quietly feared per
sonal attack (verbal or otherwise) for
being "out." I was particularly fear

ful because of an active and visible
presidential position which I main
tained with Alpha Chi Sigma frater
nity for three years. Constant fear and
denial can be an extremely stifling
and repressing emotion to deal
with—especially when faced alone.
I sincerely hope that the Gay As
sociation of the Pacific (GAP) will
continue to grow as the need dictates
and that our university will continue
to support it as an essential part of
student life. Thanks to GAP and a few
close friends,I didn't have to face the
issues alone. I owe a great deal to
former GAP members for providing a
comfortable and secure environment
to discuss and deal with the difficult
issues of "being out."
Patrick D. McCuIlen '91
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Show films properly
Dear Editor:
I'm delighted to read that this
spring UOP Films are going to show
some of the kind of movies one hopes
for in a university film series.
I do hope, however, that before
tickets are sold to outside audiences
the projectionist checks to see if any
of them are in anamorphic format,
which need to be shown with the
correct anamorphic lenses to com
pensate for the wide-screen camera

work. Three times in the past, I have
had to ask for my money back five
minutes into the film, because the
image was so distorted it was impos
sible for me to sit through.
I like to see a film as it was meant
to be seen, but it's problems like this
that make one settle more and more
for seeing it at home on video tape.
June D. Nethercut

pueshon ofthe WeeH
What advice would you give
the next president?

S t o c k t o n Resident

This letter previously appeared in
The Record of Stockton.

Handicap areas inadequate; no planning
Dear Editor:
1 am a physically challenged per
son on this campus. I find it very
upsetting that the physically chal
lenged population was not consid
ered when the plans for Stagg Way
were being discussed. Apparently our
needs our unimportant. How impor
tant can they be when wheel-chair
bound people do not have access to
the library. No one stops to think of
the fact that unless someone else is
coming in or out of the library, a
wheel-chair bound person can't get
in of their own accord. Before the
reconstruction of Campus Way, there
were 2-handicap parking spaces
admacent to the library. Now they
are located at the corner of Stadium
and Campus Way. I have been here
3 years, and I've never seen such bad
planning! The very least that should
have been done, was to create handi
cap parking on Campus Way for

easier access to the Library and
Registrar's office. I am still trying to
understand why someone hasn t fig
ured out a way to pour a concrete ram
along side the steps leading to the
booksotre, store, etc. maybe if a nonphysically challenged person had to
utilize the ramp that one must use
located around the back-side of the
McCaffrey Center on a rainy day, the
necessity of a more convenient ramp
would be realized. We pay the same
costs as every other student on this
campus and should be offered the
same accessibilities. To add insult to
injury, while other depts. have bud
gets comparagle to their needs, Sup
port Service's budget doesn't allow
the purchase of a fully enclosed cart
to students to classrooms, during
emergency situations. UOP needs to
start paying attention to the needs of
its students.
J.P. Irby

Jed Sims
"Stay out of scandals and don't get
too involved with faculty."

Dave Jordan
"If you want to be a president
responsive to the needs of the
UOP community, then try to listen
to the student body, since no one
else does."

Tanya Vaught
"Get students more involved and
stop wasting their time."

Dan Kasser
"Let this great faculty do what it
was brought here to do!"

Fran Abbott
"Love the trees and all the people
who are here. Together we will
make it."

Chantha In
"Be more involved, especial y in
community service. Establish h
between UOP and the commum)

Jenny Johnson &
Erin Maclean
"The next time you want to re-do
another building at UOP,
try the art department."

Heather Kaufman ^
"He needs to have a de^P,
^P. enee
c
£ need
wants
eds
standing of the
he rie
of the student body. Als°,
theit
to have more interacts
„
j... 4.^ Acw basn-

Atchley is retiring,
Disneyland may be in our future
type to spend a short
As the search for the
VIEWPOINT
time taking in views of all
new president draws
sides, making a decision,
closer to a close, we are
Jason Lauborough
and leading the way to it.
left with two fine candi
He brings a vision, one of UOP be
dates, either of which would serve
coming more customer friendly, even
UOP well. The question presented to
comparing it to Disneyland. One
the selection committee and the
must wonder if it would be long be
Board of Regents is this: which one
would serve the University the best.
fore there are giant ears on Burns
Tower.
The first of the two candidates,
Don DeRosa, is a consensus-builder.
Seriously, the idea of a kindler,
In his time in office, he would spend
gentler UOP has great merit. One
time taking in everyone's point of
can't describe how frustrating it is to
view, then trying to get everyone to
have to go to three different build
agree on a course of action.
ings just to sign loan papers. How
The process of trying to make
about work study approval? Three
everyone involved happy, while cer
stops. Centralizing the operations of
tainly appealing, is a very lengthy
the University may serve many pur
process. DeRosa could spend years
poses, including improving student
working on getting department
satisfaction with the University. If
heads, regents, students, professors,
we're paying as much as we are to go
and various other offices to agree on
to UOP, efficient paper handling
implementation, while not getting
should be the last of our troubles.
anything done.
Hopefully, DePaola can lead us in
The other hopeful, Dominick
that direction, assuming he is offered
DePaoIa, seems to be more dynamic.
the job. If not, or if he decides to ac
His style appears to be based more
cept another position, DeRosa could
on leadership than moderation. In
also perform an at least admirable job.
his interviews, he seemed to be the

fte Pacifican
february 25,

Kate Lamping
Arts and Entertainment Editor

946-2115
klamping@vms 1 .cc.uop.edu
-
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Folk legend Nanci Griffith releases new album
Artist Shawn Colvin also adds new life to genre

/\rfg Ri Entertainment
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The Pa

Sk artists Nanci Griffith, Shawn Colvin reemerge •M
£s
with new albums using simple instrumentation
r
km
JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
In small venues and on public
radio stations around the country,
folk music is at an exciting point in
its history. Artists like Christine
Lavin, Sara Hickman, David Buskin
and Cheryl Wheeler are joining the
ranks of such revered songwriters as
Phil Ochs, Tom Paxton and Arlo
Guthrie.
With an emphasis on thoughtful,
emotive lyrics and simple instrumen
tation, these and other artists offer a
welcome change from the standard
radio fare. Two artists that most fol
lowers are no doubt familiar with are
Nanci Griffith and Shawn Colvin,
both of whom recently released al
bums that have been warmly received
by fans of the genre.
Griffith's "Flyer" is a star-studded
affair, but she always holds the cen-

With an emphasis on
thoughtful, emotive lyrics
and simple
instrumentation, these
artists offer a welcome
change from the standard
radio fare.
ter stage. Indigo Girls Amy Ray and
Emily Sailers provide rich background
textures on "These Days in an Open
Book," a beautifully written song
about coping with the loss of a loved
one. "Don't Forget About Me," an ode
to friendship, features an intriguing
combination of Dire Straits' Mark
Knopfler on guitar and Adam Clayton
and Larry Mullen, Jr. from U2 on bass
and drums, respectively. Knopfler's

Dash's take on Stockton's
cholesterol-rich eating

Le Kim's: Best family
Vietnamese...come early for lunch
or wait your turn...no booze...cash
or credit...Center Street going
south...near Civic auditorium and
County Library...631 N. Center
943-0308
Stockton Joe's: AilAmerican food...great portions,
wholesome food...best service in
town...eating at the counter is a
floor show...lunch in the bar,
too...reservations recommended
for lunch after 11:45...one of my
wife's favorites for lunch, espe
cially on a rainy winter day...1503
St. Mark's Plaza 951-2980
Mallard's: Lakeside dining
inside and out...the "in" place...
just inside Brookside Park on
March Lane west of 1-5...best
Sunday brunch...3409 Brookside
Dr. 952-3825
Le Bistro: Stockton's finest
French and continental...great
food...small portions...pricey...out
of my everyday range...great place
to entertain, but not to fill up a
hungry freshman male...to the
right just north of the 1-5 overpass
off Ben Holt...3121 Benjamin Holt
957-0535
Chuck's: Big burgers and
huge fries...I've never seen an
omelet that size...grease special...
very popular on weekend
mornings...the only place I know

y i IQ'ZH liejEViVH)

.

where you can share a half order of
fries...Pacific Ave on the right just
north of Swain Road...6034 Pacific
Ave. 473-9977
New Yen Ching: Tie for best
family Chinese...how can they
serve lunch so cheap?...dinner very
reasonable...South Lincoln Center
near Trader Joe's...6511 Pacific Ave.
957-0913
Yen Du: Tie for best
Chinese...owned by the New Yen
Ching people...a little upscale in
setting and price...behind the Shell
station on Pacific...702 Porter...
951-3748
Papapavlo's: Best
Greek...Benedetti loves it...priced
right...behind the Mystery Store
and Wendy's on Pacific in the
Oakridge Shopping Center...7555
Pacific Ave. 477-6855
The Shadows: Best prime
rib...an old Stockton favorite...no
great shakes for atmosphere...
pleasant dining at reasonable
prices...not open for lunch...in
back of Oakridge Shopping Cen
ter...7555 Pacific Ave. 477-5547
Editor's note: This two-part series
of mini-restaurant reviews was com
piled by Bob Dash, a professor of
Spanish at UOP and a Stockton resi
dent for 30 years. He currently serves
as director of the Freshman Honors
program.

/.or.:

i
guitar has a way of weaving itself
around the rhythm, providing a per
fect backdrop for Griffith's rich vo-

BSPjWBMff1.

.

.

Bay Area sensation Adam Duritz
of Counting Crows duets with
Griffith on "Going Back to Georgia.
The harmony between the two voices
makes for some enjoyable listening.
The beauty of this song however, lies
in hearing Duritz sing with an acous
tic background of piano, violin and
mandolin. Hopefully this collabora
tion will not be a one-time occur

rence.

Moving from her native Austin,
Texas to Ireland has had a noticeable
effect on Griffith. Nowhere on "Flyer"
is this more apparent than with the
track "On Grafton Street." In addition
to the aforementioned members of
U2, members of The Chieftains pro
vide traditional Irish instrumenta
tion. Whistles, fiddles, a flute and a
harp add a traditional Irish feel to this
tune. This is very appropriate, as the
song is about how things seen in Ire
land remind her of people and places
from her earlier years.
Shawn Colvin's new album
"Cover Girl" is a tribute to the artists
that have influenced her over the
years. Cover songs have always been
a staple of her live shows, and re-

I've never been terribly
impressed with Colvin's
studio albums. Friends of
mine who enjoy her music
always say the same thing:
"You've got to see her live."
The disparity between the
live and studio recordings
tends to bear this out.
quests to include some on her studio
releases prompted the decision to do
an album's worth of these songs.
This is not a new concept. David
Bowie provided an album of his Brit
ish Invasion influences on his 1973
release "Pin-ups," and Griffith did the
same with 1993's "Other Voices,
Other Rooms," paying homage to
earlier generations of folk artists. Al
bums like these offer good insight
into a songwriter's influences, and
provide fans with other musical di
rections with which to experiment.
"Cover Girl" is an uneven album
but the positives outweigh the nega
tives. The opening track "Every Little
Thing (He) Does is Magic," by the

Shawn Colvin
Police, is unfortunately a weak into
duction to the album. I must admit:
bias against songs that change ger
der pronouns (no doubt stemmin;
from Tiffany's horrid 1987 version c:
"I Saw Him Standing There"). This
however, is the least of this trad
problems. Accompanied by a key
board arrangement that detracts tor
Colvin's acoustic guitar, this songba
a mechanical, overworked feel to ;'
The remainder of the album is a vast
improvement but the feeling initiau
by this miscue is not easily forgotten
Despite a varied array of musi
cians who play on the album-'
eluding Mary Chapin Carpenter,
Bone Wolk and Benmont Tench
the Heartbreakers — the songs t
work best are those with just Cob
and her guitar. Bob Dylan s ou <
Gonna Make Me Lonesome W
You Go," The Band's "Twill# '
Roly Salley's "Killing|
perfect examples of this,
instrumentation gives-the
^
more intimate feel. This'
to the fact that the tracks^
from live performances.
^
production of the studio
away from the experience.
I've never been terrib y ^
with Colvin's studio alburn ^
of
mine who
^""gotto^ seOl IlllHC
VVllw venjoy
i j her ,'i;p
say the same thing: You
her live." The disparity be ^
live and studio record § ^ijgy
bear this out. This a
The#
another iduu
fault KJof. the .a
anouiei
. cliC
bination of studio an
contti:
ii#
ternating for the; mos Pf
utes
C3 to
IG an
un overall lac
in the finished produch ^
buti'"?
This is a good albui , ^
something in termsiH.:neitlV6*
jttogt! .
SOIIieuiing

that were made in pu
take-;
An album of Pe^°,ri?' shotfs^.'
rectly from Colvin s
cll0icf
perhaps have been a
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The Peculiar Film Critic
Jason McFaul

Sharon Stone
shoots blanks

prawns, which had a touch of Creole
spice for the New Orleans crowd, and
They should change the title of
296 Lincoln Center
a New England Style clam chowder
Although this refined dining ex
Phone:(209)951-3311
the film from "The Quick and the
that would make even the most dis
p e r i e n c e carries its head high with an
Price Range (perperson): $ 15.00 - 130.00
Dead" to "The Quick and the Dumb."
criminating Bostonian smile in agree
jir of class, don't come expecting a
This movie was absolutely ludicrous.
ment. Note: the clam chowder had
pretentious atmosphere. From the
It has to be the worst Western in cin
the actual clam shells in the bowl,
moment you stroll down the brick
ematic
history. Sharon Stone is a cow
making for an artful conversation
walkway past the water, subtle
girl and Gene Hackman is a past out
piece. It was definitely a fun soup to
breezes will carry you into Estasi.
law, and they're both engaged in a
eat. It was also nice to have warm
1 =Avoid it, 2=Fair,
you'll smile knowing you didn't have
quick-draw contest.
pumpernickel bread and soft butter
3- Good, 4=Truly Outstanding
to drive hours from home to experi
The greatest thing about this
as a companion to the chowder.
ence savory nouveau Italian cuisine.
movie
was its realism. I mean truth
the confusion of selecting a bottle
Nothing at Estasi was ever frozen.
Inside, alabaster sconces give
fully, Stone is the epitome of the old
and opt for one of the featured wines
In fact, vegetables are brought in fresh
gentle light to the subtle terracotta
fashioned, archetype, male cowboy.
by the glass. Kenwood is currently the
every morning by their personal pro
mid sand tone color scheme. Owner
This is really realistic.
featured vino, and will run you
duce associate. You should try the
Warren K. Ito described Estasi's atmo
First of all, let's start off with the
around $5 to $6 a glass.
grilled asparagus with balsamic
sphere in terms of a "womb." Indeed,
opening
scene of this under-devel
vinaigrette.
The Merlot was nice and light and
the sights and sounds give rise to an
oped,
over-rated,
piece of trash some
My server answered questions,
made an excellent companion to the
intimate feeling. Warm fuzzy?
call a movie. In this scene, Stone is
poured wine, brought water, pro
New Zealand spring lamb chops. The
Well, almost. Front Manager Jef
riding a horse and approaching a man
weak Bind
vided pleasant anecdotes, brought
lamb, grilled with roasted garlic and
frey
Weinberg (a former editor-inthreatening to shoot her. With her
ust admi! I
extra menus, and poured more wine
shallots in a marsala sauce, comes
hat down as to shade her eyes, the
chief of The Pacifican) is the master
all while maintaining her composure
with mashed potatoes that put good
man
fires from his rifle, knocking
mind
behind
what
has
to
be
the
most
and
rapport
with
other
tables.
stemmiiiil
'ol Mom's to shame. They have just
Stone
off her horse and onto the
versiorii' comprehensive wine list in the val
I
ended
my
evening
with
the
the right amount of flavor — not too
ground as everyone presumes that
re").1 ley. With over 130 wines to choose
triple layer brownie terrine, more sim
buttery, with a touch of garlic. You'll
she is dead—yeah right! The man
ply defined as chocolate heaven.
lis trad I from, it was an almost arduous task
like them.
stands
above her, and this is where it
to
review
them.
But
one
can
forego
While men have always remained a
lyabl
I sampled the Bourbon St.
gets
exciting.
mystery to me, I understand choco
•aclsfe
This is where the realism shows
late. Tiramisu is the classic Italian
songk
its colors. The man checks to see if
ending to a well-fed evening, but you
feel ioi
Stone is dead, when in fact, the
might choose the pear cheesecake:
i is aw
viewer can see that the bullet missed
Philly cream cheese with bosc & pear
her body, and instead punctured up
liqueur, baked in a chocolate wafer
irgollfi
wards through the bottom of the rini
crust
with
pear
preserve
sauce.
>fp
of
her cowboy hat. I found this pecu
Estasi
is
not
just
a
nice
dinner.
n-»| COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
to be one of the most lovely and af
liar. Is this the JFK theory? Was the
Lunch begins at 11 a.m. and one can
fecting jazz albums of the year, de
man's rifle shooting curve ball bul
Eddie Reader
also join the Sunday Brunch Club, a
spite its unorthodox instrumentation
lets
with a twist? I just don't get it.
"Eddie Reader"
once-a-month affair beginning Feb.
(pocket trumpet, bass, drums) and a
Next,
let's talk about the quickGenre: Folk-Rock
12 from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. En
forbidding-looking program of
draw
contests.
In this film, two com
ader
w
a
s
joy
fresh
fruit
crepes
or
banana
R ... !;
the voice behind the
Ornette Coleman compositions.
petitors are shown facing each other
ri ish folk-rock group Fairground
marsala
french
toast
at
waterside
The warmth shared by these three
at a distance of about twenty yards.
tables along the walkway for an out™° n (definitely to be confused
modern-jazz veterans is palpable on
Color
me ignorant, but I would as
1
air
of-doors morning delight. Other
, ' Port Convention), and her
this recording. As they swing gently
sume
as
a spectator, one would stand
0
d
e
b
u
t
events include Estasi Hour, all day
I
was one of the most conthrough "The Sphinx" and bring both
as
far
away
as possible from the gunc
h
a
r
m
n
Monday as well as weekday evenings
enormous chops and deep sensitiv
' g records I heard all
Vm
Y
fighters. Well, not in this movie. As
r ' a t r e a s ure trove of achingly
from
4
p.m.
to
6
p.m.
ity to what could easily have been a
tu
my friend Shawn Grant so aptly ob
e ul pop songs that constantly
Well drinks and beer are $1.50
sterile run-through of "Lonely
served,
in many of these gunfights
_ 'Prised m e w j t h t h e j f s t a y i n g
and $3 for a glass for wine. For all of
Woman," you can't help but be
scores
of
people are standing directly
you who think eating out is reserved
J " u s u a IIy songs that grab you
moved by the quiet respect that they
behind
the
two shooting. Does this
for old standbys like Chili's and El
evince for their shared heritage.
fairl C ' a t e l y ' o s e t b l e i r b o 'd on you
make
sense?
Of course. One can jus
y 9 u ickly but these tunes are just
Torito, you can enjoy a whole pizza
as
Haden still draws on a broader musi
f
tify the idiocy of this by simply be
for
under
$6
and
a
slice
for
a
mere
cal background than any bassist since
first )(X f ' l e t e n t b l t i m e through as the
ing of the opinion that the gunfightWashington.
Mingus (listen for the extended "Old
ers
are so accurate that they would
When you get class, good service,
Joe Clark"
quote in "Lonely
ented" S ° U n d i s n t a s B r i t " f o , k o r i "
never
miss. The body would absorb
a lovely atmosphere and reasonable
Woman"). Let's hope we start seeing
toco ^ ° n e
expect; it seems
the
bullets,
thus giving the spectators
pricing, why go anywhere else? Gen
other albums from these concerts
chp n S l s t ^o parts jangle-pop clibehind
them
no need to feel as if they
erally, a couple could get out of there
soon—they include performances
With °ne part ironic
should stand elsewhere.
*ton!svTh
for
around
$60
for
wine,
entree
and
with Geri Allen, Paul Motian, Joe
i n „ ,, y ' b a t doesn't sound promisThis could be the justification
dessert. Entrees range from $10.50
n °w, but trust me on this one.
Henderson, Paul Bley and many oth
except
for one problem: the special
to $24.95 and all desserts are $5.
ers.
effects
man working on this film
I thought it would make a nice
Charlie Haden with Don
must
have
been on acid. In this
place to go to for dessert and
^-nerry & E d Blackwell
Soul C o u g h i n g
movie,
there
isn't blood, there is sun
cappuccino after a Conservatory per
"Ruby Vroom"
" e Montreal Tapes"
light.
The
body
isn't a thick mass that
formance. If you haven't dropped the
Genre: Funky Avant-Pop
In
Genre: Jazz
absorbs a bullet, but rather, a piece
paper and made your escape to Estasi
c °n
a series of eight tribute
Okay, granted—the band name is
of construction paper that reveals a
by
now, you may be wondering what
disgusting (it's a euphemism for vom
in )| 0n r s W a s organized in Montreal
lovely bullet hole protruded by sun
the restaurant's name means.
iting) and the instrumental combina
We re r l 0 r
Assist Charlie Haden. All
shine when struck. You're probably
In Northern Italy, Estasi translates
tion of neo-beat poetry, acoustic bass,
« at horded and "the majority" are
saying, "Nothing could be this stu
to ecstasy. Enough said. I'll see you
drums and sampler is just a bit on the
Record r tuture release by Verve
pid. No one would make a movie this
there.
s - This first installment proved
See Music page 13

pocifican staff writer

Estasi

The best albums you didn't
hear on the radio in '94

See Film Critique page 19
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Founder's Daq
Calendar of Events

A celebration of the 70th anniversary of the
Stockton campus will take place next Thursday,

TMai|.M2

M3 The

highlight of the day will be the unveil
ing of a portrait of Captain Weber,the founder
of Stockton (see picture to the rig t), in
Weber Hall, now home to the School of Bus

11:30 a.m.
Weber Portrait Dedication
in Weber Hall

ness and Public Administration.
-The people of Stockton raised $600,000 to
bring the college here," said Kara Brewer, the

12:00 p.m.
Chapel Service -

co-director of the celebration.
Captain Weber, the founder of Stockton,
was the first person for whom a building was

"A Home for Pacific"

in Morris Chapel

named on the Stockton campus.
A chapel service at noon will feature gradu
ates from the class of 1928. Speakers will in
clude Dr. George Knoles '28, son of former I acific president Tully Knoles, and Dr. Harold
jacoby '28, dean emeritus of the College of the
Pacific.
Nineteen new names will be added to the
Court of Sponsors Wall outside Anderson Hall

2:30 p.m.
Court of Sponsors
Rededication at
Anderson Lawn

Photo restored by

Professor Dan Kasser , Department of Art

at a 2:30 p.m. rededication.
The university community is invited to at
tend all functions.

Msdaii.Feb.23
ON CAMPUS
Art in the Graduate School.
Paintings and monoprints by
Lodi resident Jan Dove. Gradu
ate Offices, second floor Knoles
Hall. 8:30 a.m. (until 5 p.m.) On
display thru Apr. 1.
Mortar Board meeting. Ge
ology Room 104. 12 Noon.

Sunday.Feb. 2B

Lane and Pershing Avenue. 9
Stockton Civic Theater. p.m.
ON CAMPUS
"The Waltz of the Toreadors",
Movie. "Interview with
Papacito. DJ music. 29 E. ,
j written by Jean Anouilh. Tick
the Vampire." McCaffrey Cen
ets are $12, $10 students with March Lane. 9:30 p.m.
ter Theater. 8 p.m.
I.D. Fri. & Sat; $10, $8 Thur. &
Sun. Opens tonight at 7:30
TIGER SPORTS
p.m. Friday & Saturday perforW. Tennis vs. UC Santa
i mances, 8 p.m. Sunday mati
ON CAMPUS
Barbara. Brookside Courts. 12
nee, 2:30 p.m. 2312 Rose Marie
Movie. "Interview with the Noon.
| Lane. For more information. , Vampire." McCaffrey Center
473-2424.
M. Baseball vs. Portland
Theater. 8 p.m.

AIDS On Campus. Panel dis
cussion on AIDS issues with Dr.
Sarah Grimes, La Von Rupel and
Alan Rin who is HIV+ from the
San Joaquin AIDS Foundation.
Open to all students. Free. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. 12 Noon.

OFF CAMPUS

Friday. Feb. 24
ON CAMPUS
Music. Frank Wiens, Piano.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 8
p.m.

TIGER SPORTS

Dedication. The Stephen E.
M. Baseball vs. Portland
Scallin Conference Room. De I State. Billy Hebert Field. 1 p.m.
partment of Public Safety. 3
p.m.
M. Volleyball vs. USC.
Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m.
Guest Speaker. Peter Coors,
Vice Chairman & CEO of The
OFF CAMPUS
Coors Brewing Company, "The
Dancing. Top 40s. The
New Environmentalism." Faye Black Angus, 2525 W. March
Spanos,Concert Hall. 5:30 p.m. Lane. 9 p.m.

**««v»v* vWi
- - '.AUJUJ

S e n a t e / A S U O P meet- .
ins
McCaffrey Center |[m
1112.
_ 6', Room.
, fl.1Sn.rn,
Black
Conf.
8:15 p.m.

Saturday. Feb. HS

TIGER SPORTS

Dancing, DJ music. Trem
ors, Venetian Square, March

State. Billy Hebert Field. 7 p.m.

M. Baseball vs. Portland
State. Billy Hebert Field. 1 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Black History Month.
Unity Sunday at St. Mark's
M. Volleyball vs. Long lunited Methodist Church,
Beach St. Spanos Center. 3 p.m. 306 Clay St. 3 p.m.

M. Basketball vs. New
Movie. "Interview with the
Black History Month Event. I Vampire." McCaffrey Center Mexico St.
"Race Relations at UOP." 1 Theater. 8 p.m.
Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m.
Bechtel Center. 12 Noon.

Movie. "Interview with the
Vampire." McCaffrey Center

The International Stu| dent Association meeting i :i(jentj
I Bechtel Center. 7 p.m.
j ta 5 j

Hondaq. Feb. £7

TIGER SPORTS
i

1

mitte

M. Baseball vs. Can
dian National Team. .
Hebert Field. 1 P-"1I #«.

M. Basketball vs. UNB
(ESPN Big Monday) 5p
Center. 9 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Black History/Historv
Ethnic Studies/
1 study Group PK*^ Cal
Study urouF The Stockton Ce
1 State Stanislam-

Tuesday^28

ON CAMPUS
OFF CAMPUS
"The Figure: Altered and
ON CAM^ot#
UPBEAT Outdoor Events. Distressed." The art of Poupee
Ski Trip To Kirkwood. $23 price j Boccaccio, reliquaries and as
Tuesday Wo* oP'S proincludes an all day lift ticket semblages; Pamela Lanza,
i0 j
Robert
ofrelig ' ;
and bus transportation to and works on paper; and Carol
fessor andc^ eaak a b °'
3
ntT
from Kirkwood. For students Tarzier, figurative ceramic studies
studio, «. R-eVoluti°'i
who need to rent equipment sculpture. Richard Reynolds "The Velvet R #
$10 at ZuZu Ski Shop in Stock Gallery in the UOP Art Cen- Life in Post-^eiunj
ton. Sign up for the trip in the [ter. 8 a.m. through Mar. 30.
I Central EuroP . b^'
McCaffrey Center Gameroom
to UOP studem •
.10
i? MoonA.S.A.P. Bus leaves Burns Tower
Center. 1 2 W
at 5:30 a.m.

pknian'25 199o
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UOP Men's Basketball team will be playing the Uni
versity of Nevada Las Vegas in a televised broadcast by
ESPN's Big Monday TV in Spanos Center on Monday,
February 27 at 8 p.m.
"UOP usually gets a chance on ESPN's Big Monday
line-up once a year or so," said sports information direc
tor Kevin Messenger. "This is the first time the network
has come to Stockton."
Tickets may be purchased at the UOP box office by
staff and faculty at $10. Students with spring '95 stickers
can get one free ticket and purchase two guest passes at
$5 each prior to game day. Students must show their
current IDs with their tickets in order to be admitted.
Doors open 90 minutes before game time. Student
admittance will be through the northeast gate. End-court
seating on the floor is first come, first served.

HOP men's basketball team with coaches Bob Thomason (center), Tony
Marcopulos (left), Miki Terpstra (right).

Tickets

HIV Testing. Free & Con
fidential. Cowell Health Cen
ter. 6 p.m.

"Interview with the Vam
pire." McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 p.m.

Kilusan Filipino meeting.
Bechtel Lounge. 6:30 p.m.

Black History Month
tvent. Closing Ceremony:
Hack History Month Com
mittee. Bechtel Center. 6 p.m.

TIGER SPORTS
W. Softball vs. Sacramento
State. Bill Simoni Field. 1 p.m.

Movie.
"Speechless."
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.

A n i t a B a k e r - Apr.
2-3. Oakland
Paramount, Oakland

Placido Domingo
- Apr. 2, San Jose
Arena, San Jose

Thursday. Mar.2

TIGER SPORTS
W. Basketball vs. San Jose
State. Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m.

A s s P o n y s - Press
Club. Sacramento

R.E.M. & Sonic
Youth - May 17.
Shoreline
Amphitheater,
Mountain View
(lawn seats)

"Interview with the VamI'ire." McCaffrey Center Theater - 8 p.m.

fin ^ ^ estin g- Tree & Conaential. Cowell Health Cener - 9 a.m.

ON CAMPUS
UOP Founders' Day Cel
ebration. Portrait of Stockton
founder James Weber will be
unveiled in Weber Hall at
11:30 a.m. Chapel service,
Morris Chapel, noon. Pun
cheon with 1941 alumnus Wil
liam Biddick Jr. in Raymond
Great Hall at 1:15. University's
Court of Sponsors add 18 new
names on Anderson Lawn af
ter luncheonat 2:30 p.m.

Ash Wednesday services.
services, 12:30
ni
r , ' Catholic mass, Morris
Pe'- 5:30 p.m.

Associated Students of the
School of Education meeting.
School of Education, Room
205. 12 Noon.

African -American Student

Academic Counsel meet
ing. McCaffrey Center Conf.
Room. 3 p.m.

TIGER SPORTS
M. Baseball vs. Stanford,
'y Hebert Field. 7 p.m.

Wednesday. Mar.]
ON CAMPUS

umenical

tp?'^ n m e e t i ng.

Bechtel CenC°nf Room. 5 p.m.

, i n >°ng Student Associap m Meeting. WPC 134 6

Vietnamese Student Asso
ciation meeting. Knoles Hall
207. 5:30 p.m.

Friday. Mar. 3
ON CAMPUS
Movie.
"Speechless."
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS
W. Tennis vs. Fresno State.
Brookside Courts. 1:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
"Green Card." $8/$5 stu
dents.
Sacramento
St,
Playwright's Theater. 8 p.m.
Thru Saturday, Mar.4,9-11 and
16-19. Call 916-278-6604.
Guest Speaker. Prominent
American poet Maya Angelou.
Tickets can be purchased at the
UOP box office and are $10,
students/$5 with l.D. Atherton
Auditorium, Delta College, 8

Sheryl Crow,
Freedy Johnston Mar. I. Hornet Gym.
Cal State Sacramento
The Grateful Dead
- Feb. 24-26. Oakland
Coliseum Arena
L o s L o b o s - Mar. 4,
Community Center.
Sacramento
Bob Marley Day
Festival - Feb. 23,
Radisson Hotel,
Sacramento
T h e P a l a d i n s - Feb.
25, Press Club,
Sacramento

S p o n g e - Feb. 28,
Press Club,
Sacramento; Mar. 2
The Street, Modesto

Hani an event listed in
the calendar?

li s free!
Call Tanisha al I
[209] 946-2119 |

llllil

Photo by Brett Sharkey

Visible anywhere on campus...
Pubished weekly, The Pacifican is read by every student who wants to know what's
go,ng on in campus events, world and national news, sports and entertainment. Call
946-2115 to place your ad.
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on the train tracks. Who
t5ii never happens?
Imagine you're Jesse (Ethan
•ike), an American twentysome1^,, riding the rails of Europe, and
last day of vacation you spot
If very lovely and very French
line Julie Deipy). What do you do?
Well, if you're Jesse and you're
remain protagonist in the film "Be
lie Sunrise," you ask Celine to join
Lu for one memorable day of
Lhtseeing, romantic repartee and
kite deep thinking, all among the
Carious vistas of historic Vienna.
Perhaps the ultimate date movie
jtfthetwentysomething crowd, "BeW Sunrise" is the third film from
Sdiard Linklater, the 31-year-old
irector of "Slacker" and "Dazed and
Mused." Since opening in late
nuary, "Sunrise" has become a crit' darling and seems to be attracthgyoung audiences in droves. The
fdL°»2cDeZTe:T
Iflmmay ultimately be remembered
''Before Sunrise!
jfcone that made a star of its young
wale lead, Hawke, who tends to
formance loosely on Linklater, an inpa\ itate toward quality films such as
Mlive," "Waterland," and "Reality
storm. "SKIE
ZV'lk."L!
storm.
"Rick is really patient,"
says
fctt's." rather than the run-of-the-mill
Hawke, running his fingers through
Modbuster variety.
his brownish-blonde hair. "He really
"This was challenging and inter
empowers
everyone he works with
ring, as opposed to boring and teand
he
knows
what he wants. When
tais, says Hawke, 24, during a con
somebody
knows
what they want, it's
ation at a Manhattan hotel. "That
only
a
matter
of
time
before they get
on t mean that because some""g is commercial it's bad. You
The goal behind "Sunrise," ex
W to find the most interesting
plains
the actor, was to create a be
jlt'nal, and you want to try to sepalievable romance, all the while ask
» -'s yourself from worrying about
ing some tough questions about life
[
commercial something is. I
and love. Just as there are no concrete
!• -ly hitT)any obligations to (choose
answers to life's mysteries, "Sunrise"
leaves much to the imagination.
tve' vvhjp^ doafilm "ke The Fugi"We wanted the characters to
**><i pntp ,W3S 3 great example of a
learn about each other and not kiss
huonH ,l .ining' commercial Holand say things like 'I love you.' 'I love
everY Hollywood
Bovjo Wp °V'?'
you, too.' 'I've always known,"' says
r°
f ^at we'd be much
Hawke, grimacing at such inane lines.
"I've never known it to happen that
^'da'ining fdms/' ^ making more
easily. So, we wanted to broach that
a,,an"renn3nd livin8in Manissue in a truthful, intelligent man
P rts that he based his perner. I hope the film will encourage
people to go out and talk to each
Q[B,4S^6206
love

.your

|B!^IEKS ITERATIONS
*^5™^

507 N-

HUNTER ST.
STOCKTON, CA9S20I

MDcy9£FR
95

?-5347

^PORTER AVENUE

P°R|ER&p

Do you need

B;STOCKTON

aClflc in porter

Sh

Shoppmg Center

Uk"I'R° A S X/nA PATRICK
0 0/
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continued from page 9

hip side. These guys really do seem
to think they're clever, but the thing
is, they're right—and this album is
more fun than you would ever guess
based on song titles like "Sugar Free
Jazz," "Screenwriter's Blues" and "Mr.
Bitterness."
I he groove is delivered up, not
by the sampler, but by a bare-bones
infrastructure of drums and upright
bass. The sampler is used to throw in
random noises and sound washes in
a manner somewhat similar to Allen
Ravenstine's approach on the old Pere
Ubu records, while singer/guitarist M.
Doughty skitters his guitar across the
top while whining lyrics like "The 5percent nation of nipple clamps/1 he
5-percent nation of chocolatey deli
cious." Sure, they're kind of pedan
tic, but the funk is genuine and so's
the humor. No party is complete
without this one.
Chanticleer
«»*»
"Mexican Baroque"
F"'"ce
P
Genre: Classical
Ha! You didn't even know there
other about subjects like relationships
WAS baroque music in Mexico, did
you?
It's one of those things that
W
ha
eVer
lK
h
°' „ L ? ! T»"> "»
makes perfect sense once you think
Born in Austin, Texas, and raised
about it (the Spaniards had been la
in Princeton, N.J., Hawke explains
boring under the white man's burden
that acting was the only thing at
in Mexico for several hundred years
which he excelled. At 13, after tak
by the beginning of the baroque pe
ing some acting classes and perform
riod), but there's been so little cover
ing in a few high school plays, Hawke
age of this repertoire that it's easy to
won a role in the fantasy film "Ex
forget that fact. This disc will bring
plorers." After that, he headed back
that knowledge forcefully to your
to high school. He then studied at the
consciousness—not only is Chanti
British Theater Association in En
cleer one the finest male choirs in the
gland and also at Carnegie Mellon
world, but the material they chose for
University in Pittsburgh, leaving early
this album is stunning: a mass, a Dixit
to appear with Robin Williams in
Dominus setting and a responsory by
"Dead Poets' Society."
Ignacio de Jerusalem and several
Of course, plenty of other films,
shorter works by Manuel de Zumaya.
plays and projects will be part of the
You won't find much, if anything,
actor's future. Directing is on his
else on record by these composers,
agenda, but Hawke wants to build his
but Chanticleer's laser-pure tone and
career one experience at a time, make
impassioned performance will make
good choices and let the chips fall
any further recordings of these par
where they may. "(My career) seems
ticular works unnecessary. The Chan
to move a few steps at a time," he
ticleer
Sinfonia accompanies the
concludes. "And I like that. I'm do
choir beautifully on period instru
ing O.K."
ments.

Hgl2"e

PAMPERED LADY
Not for women only!

for College?
Search service offers personalized
match of schlorships and grants from
private, non-federal sources.
Results guaranteed.
For more
information & applications call
(209)469-2767

^
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Comics
BOHEMIA
THIS T*EE IS /JLITR,
A rAETflPH«R/xr's
PRUFf, TOST

by Scott Selsor©
NO, LISTEN. WITH \
P£of£ft CJ\f£ AMD 7H£
PlGHT ewi/lROMtfENT,
THE TteE'GRouS
STROMG- ANO Pf&oD. -J

Interview Win,
t h e Vam ir ! h
- '"inpi
P
e
,
Imaginative fil m m ,,
Jord^ brings the classic!
hovel to the big screen ,

F

^PAMCrtes SHOW cumnGTHE PATHS OF ir.we'i/e
UFe-.

1W6-

BECOME

CMM&IM& LEASES MASTERS
SHDUJ Diuasrry. / cfraoR

charismatic Tom Cruise a
itt starring as Lestat and
two v.cious vampire,^
survived for decades on th
I of others. Powerful and me
mg, this captivating story of
horror and immortality L
by Louis to an ambitious re
(Christian Slater) in 20th (f
San Francisco. Rated R, Feb

'V

CHAOS

B u l l e t s O v e r Broad
by Brian Shuster

Disorganized theater i
are parodied in a hilariousb
the-scenes look at the wo
I 1920s Broadway. Woody Al
rectsjohn Cusack as an ami
playwright and Dianne Wi
the dynamic star with thep
I ful voice in this delightful I'n
tion-era comedy that will p r
the audience with an avalanc
laughs. Rated R, Feb. 28-Man

"Speechless"
Set against the flurry of a he:
I contested political campaign,lb
romantic comedy focuses on tin
people behind the politicians
Sparks fly when two speech wit
(ers (Geena Davis and MichiJ
Keaton) meet, completely um«M
I they share the same profession an'
work for opposing candidate* I
Foreplay turns into wordplay W KI B
they discover the truth and hart* w
aimed at one another becon .
couched in the rival speechesofa
I increasingly nasty campai?"
! Rated R, March 2-5.

I

I

I

OPRH A
CHECKING ACCOUNT
AN© GET THIS HAN©Y CARD!
The Kandi-Koney

card m<tk« everything easv W

j

,

.

amount of « purchase fn,m your ch«Wn^fu£

9 **

Plus, open a new account now and you'll receive:
' 3 Month, free checking/ .* f r e e gift/
irs order of SO promotional checks tree!

BUY STUFF With MO

ritur

If you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

Save 20% Off Prints and Posted

%

cST?*??tc ContemPorary. Landscapes to Seascape^
_
ers to New Figures, if ifs an open edition print or P°
ifs on sale now at Deck The Walls.
f :>6

I

Ivy***

f,

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK,,
(209) 951-5440

TJeciq.WALLS
Expressive Art and Custom Framing

* ' * >f f*

e Mall at Weberstown

4950 Pacific Ave. 474-1591

Good through Spring Semester

Lpacit
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JOBS

I'Tin
'^ai.XfPAlD P«°NE
Ksi0n„ js$.30/MIN.
f
reen «S)

50/

UNITS AVAIL.

'Jise andlS DISTANCE
at and l. Is WITH NO BILLS,

•es who (TplNNIS 800-3050n«ietf
'dniesuJ
toryof(jJ|EED
MONEY
fy is rev, jCOLLEGE? Call

•OUSRENJ (209)

532-J

30thct- P x112.
Feb.ftJ
ielta AIRLINES!

oadwaifWAY! Purchase
iter priJ iliance to WIN 2
ousUildtrip tickets anye worl# I" the CONTIIvAlkjTAL U.S. $3.00
'
or 7 for $20.00.
:eds go to UOP
lie Do»JB'ea('ers- Call 465(or details!

^fUNDRAISING:

.VW|R FUNDRAISER ~ $500 IN 5 DAYS IS, GROUPS,
IS, MOTIVATED
IVIDUALS. FAST,
NO FINANCIAL
i|id;,rm(800)775-

edirr

OR RENT
, « RENT: 2bdrm
F$525/mo& $300
pi. Water sewer
r«e Paid. 1853
i Hunter. Available
allTeri 546-1832.

'ANTED
anted

house sitPosition, older
"tlng sr. needs to
, Slt for one yr. bevCnd'ng seminary
194?1!.re fe re n c e s.
[ 3164 Fri. thru

Ited" Sne * M a t e
• Professional

STIINEEKS

RESPON*

u !nt t0 share
jn, eK roorn house
of UOP.
f'priVll(
e.

Classifieds

jj^rtdry and
militi 5^mo + sec.
L' I226 nPaid)" Cal1
U 0 Ueave mes-

RESIDENTIAL
CAMP STAFF. Camp
Jened serves adults who
have a wide range of dis
abilities. Join our sum
mer staff and have an
incredible experience
working in the Catskill
Mountains in New York.
Jobs available for coun
selors, program staff,
cooks and nurses. Sea
son runs from June 1
through August 24.
Good salary, room and
board, and partial travel
expenses. Call 914434-2220, or write
CAMP Jened P. O.
Box 483, ROCK HILL
NEW YORK 12775.
Smmer
Jobs:
Roughing It Day Camp.
Hiring full season.
Group Counselors; In
structors: horseback
riding/swim/fish/canoe/
sports/ crafts/row/Adventure. Refs/Exper/Excel DMV. Call 510283-3795 for info.

PART-TIME
JOBS
Craig Corren Attor
ney seeks Part-time Re
ceptionist. $5/hour or
more (Depending On
Experience). Bilingual
Spanish/English a plus,
contact Joe Corren or
Pearl, 5345 North El
Dorado, 478-2621.
Bee Sanchez seeks
Bookkeeper to help with
records for rental prop
erties. $4.75-$6/houror
more. Call 473-3336.
Marianne Chap
man, Director of Sales
for Stockton Hilton.
10a.m.-5p.m. Wages
DOE. Call 957-9090,
Ext 164 or visit 2323
Grand Canal Blvd.
Elaine Adams seeks
Loan Processor 1p.m.5p.m. M-F. $400/month
plus commission. Call
477-6425 or FAX 4770191.

UOP Office of Insti
tutional Advancement
seeks Telemarketing As
sociates for Annual Pa
cific Fund. $6/hour plus
performance bonus,
contact Julie Katana,
Assistant Director, 9462500, to schedule an in
terview.
American Savings
seeks Telemarketing
Sales Representatives.
Flexible hours. $8/hour
plus commission. Con
tact Denyce Lancaster
400 E. Main St. 1st Floor,
546-2508 or 546-3956.
FAX 546-3454.
Walter Zimmerman
seeks Child Care for 9
year old boy. $6/hour
Mondays 2-4 and other
hours weekly. Pick up
from school and watch
at home. Must must car
and license. Call 9566942 or 946-3087.
La Boulangerie seeks
Counter Clerk. $4.50$4.75/hour.
Varied
hours. Contact Jo Bitar,
2324 Grand Canal Blvd.
478-4780.
Co-op and Intership
Program seeks Work
Study Student. $5/hour.
15 hours/week. Morn
ings preferred. Contact
Kay Mooney, 946-2273,
or visit 2nd Floor
McConchie Hall.
Computer Services
seeks 2 Work Study Stu
dents. $5.25/hour. 20
hours/week. Contact
Kieth Jackson, 9462251. Pick up applica
tion at Computer Cen
ter. Prefer Computer
Science or Engineering
Major.
Supportive Services
Program seeks Work
Study Clerical Assistant
$6/hour. Contact Diane
Canclini. Stop by SSP,
Bannister Hall, 1st Floor.
Chemistry Depart
ment seeks Work Study
Stockroom Assistants.
$4.25/hour. Flexible
Hours. Contact Jim
Santos, 946-2605.

> ttfeIV WVA/V

Philosophy Depart
ment seeks Work Study
Office Assistant $4.25/
hour DOE. Contact Bar
bara Garcia, 946-2161
(8a.m.-12noon) or 9462281 (12-3:30p.m.)
School of Engineer
ing seeks Work Study
Clerical Assistant to up
date alumni database.
$5.50/hour. Contact
Roxanne Bava.
Psychology Depart
ment seeks Work Study
Clerk Typist. $4.50/
hour. Contact Karren
Rhea 946-2133, or visit
Psychology Building
101.

FULL-TIME
JOBS
IMAGINATION,
Americas 1st entertain
ment dedicated com
puter network seeks Pro
grammer/Analyst in
Oakhurst, to design and
develop applications in
Windows, UNIX, and
ORACLE environments
using state-of-the-art
techniques. Coursework in C, experience
with Power-builder and

Diana Phan
Classified Advertising

946-2115

Visual Basic helpful.
Contact Terry Smith,
577 Airport Blvd., Suite
300, Burlingame 94010,
(415) 548-2564 FAX
548-0211.
Advanced Micro De
vices seeks EE, System,
Computer engineering
and CS candidates for
numerous opportuni
ties. Contact patricia
Wilson, University Rela
tions, M/S 935, PO Box
3453, Sunnyvale 94088
at (408) 749-6280, FAX
774-7023.
Hemet Unified seeks
West Valley High School
Physical Science Teacher
ASAP! Contact Jay
Morrison, (909) 6585598.
Altamont Corporate
Solutions seeks C++,
SQL, Visual Basic, and
Unix Programmer. Con
tact Yvonne Alegre, 118
E 11th Street, Suite C,
Tracy 95376, (209) 8336400, FAX 833-1796.
Automatic Data Pro
cessing Seeks District
Manager Trainees for
entry-level sales of ES
services; specifically
payroll, tax, filing, and

Formoreinfofmafiofion
fMpart-liiijolis,
contacf Career Services,
located across Pacific
Avenue in HcConchie Hall.

Of call 946-21.
related human resource
information services.
Large base salary with
commissions and car al
lowance. Contact: Tom
Pinocci, Regional Sales
Director, 9310 Tech
Center Drive, Suite 170,
SAC 95826, (916) 2550260, FAX 361-3824 for
Sacramento area and
Elizabeth Ames, 2010
Crow Canyon Place,
2nd Floor #2290 San
Ramon 94583 at (800)
653-8536 FAX (510)
806-0301 for Bay Area.
Med Quest, execu
tive search firm seeks
Pharm D candidates for
Drug Surveillance/Re
search and Develop
ment positions in Dal
las/Ft. Worth. Contact
Lyn Brodhead, 655 Sky
Way, Suite 103, San
Carlos, CA 94070, (415)
593-3103, FAX 5933104.

Summer Employment in...

Yosemite

Yosemite ^

Concession Services Corp.

offers you the opportunity to live and work
in one of the world's most beautiful sites.
The "Yosemite Experience" is a tradition of
exceptional guest service. If you have the ability
to work hard and smile, now is your
chance to join our team.

A representative will be on campus

TUesday, February 28th, 1995.

We will be accepting applications for a variety of
positions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.

s
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Daniell,e(
eatu
res

In hopes of better understanding
Guest Writer
,

... ,

soul. I felt
self to another living sou).
felt wonderful and knew that it was fine to be
who I was.

churches, and greeting cards. I had a
relationshin with
with annthpr
tha*
relationship
another man
man that

was just as perfect, if not more so.
Needless to say' for the nex* y<*'
confuted ZT n*" f?"8 "P
Images like this are rarely seen. In
jl Year Ago (1994)S
and a ha"1 sleP'around a lotw°th
mvilf
w-,h
t
"
a
stead,
we
are
treated
with
images
such
With over 1,700 television,
wirn myself. With an ultra-conservau
,
c,
cials
to his credit, UOP <
3
StUdent
3t
3
as
those
depicted
in
the
movie
"Si
five, homophobic, military officers
^
Squire
Fridell is planning a
in
San
Diego
In
lence of the Lambs'" or newscasts of
adole^nce wa^a
^
^
"
a father, my adolescence
was a lil,
living
long workshop on campus j]
Steve, I found happiness and peace.
Jeffrey Dahmer. Understandably,
nightmare. I was always told that be
ball, UOP claimed second pla
If two people were meant for each
these depictions are taken with such
ing gay was wrong, a sin against the
Big
West Conference, by bea
other, it was us.
surprise that ignorance and fear run
lord. Naturally, I had a hard time
San Jose State Spartans 78-62
When I went off to college at
coming to grips with my own homo
rampant. People should see that 90%
6 Years Ago (1989):
UOP, I held onto a few close relations:
sexuality. It still causes me grief and
of homosexual people in life appear
A new alcohol policy states t
most notably, Stephen, an ex-boybitterness.
be no visible drinking. It sa
to be completely average. Gays are
friend, and 3
girlfriends.
Being
CX~ g
will be no open parties. In a
I always knew I was gay. I rememjex'r,fnends- Bein
§ gay
gay
not transexuals. Most gay men are
all parties must offer non-a
hke kUling my"
ber having such feelings as early as
lu
w
,
not men who wish to be women, they
beverages and food to gue:
*
^ y °n'y rdief Came from
age 7. While other boys my age were
are simply men who like being men
idea of a book swap is offeri
the
only
person
at
UOP
who
knew
not even nearing puberty, I was al
and are attracted to men.
alternative to the high cost
that I was gay, a straight friend named
ready becoming aware of my feelings
books. The book swap suggc
What everyone must realize is
C—, who I owe a lot to. Unfortu
towards other men. Of course, I kept
supported by the bookstore d
that when someone confides to you
nately,
we do not get along very well
such feelings to myself. I did not fully
that he is gay, he is not telling you
21 Years Ago (1974):
for very complex reasons, but C
understand what being gay meant,
Talented UOP running bai
who he sleeps with or what he does
kept me alive for the most devastat
but I knew others would not like it.
Stockton native Willard Ha
in bed. He is telling you about
ing
event
of
my
life:
the
death
of
among
three Tigers selected
From the point of my realization
experiences,transcendental relation
Stephen.
NFL
college
players draft. The
of my own sexual identity, until my
ships and his own
diverse Set
set of
Wn divme
of valvaN
Bay Packers grabbed Harrell
I
can't
describe
the
anguish
I
felt
°
junior year in high school (and be
frustratl°ns. He is telling you
the third round...The Board
m I learned that he had been
when
yond), I lived a lie. I had sex with
gents
approved a tuition incr<
how many times he's heard the word
killed by a drunk driver. His death was
fourteen women thinking that I
$300,
bringing the total to $3 ,2
faggot" come from ignorant lips.
instantaneous and I like to believe
might somehow be changed. Of
the upcoming academic year
He s telling you how many painful
that he felt no pain to speak of. I felt
struction and remodeling is ex[
course, it didn't work; if anything, it
moments
he spent growing up and
plenty of pain for him.
to
begin shortly on the oh
f
made me more unhappy with myself
how
much
better
he
knows
himself
Joaquin
Delta College library
This event was the catalyst for my
for using these women.
nintr
nut
T
SJDC
library
will be the new si
now.
When
a
person
says
he's
gay,
3
P
coming
people
h'
- out. I needed
^ to tell
The lie I lived was so devastating
lcll p^opie
i
the
UOP
School
of Education. 1
S
Saying
a
lot
that
and more importantly
imnJLmf
hat Steve died and
to my own self image that I became
[ another step in the takeover oft
People must realize, above all,
Who he was and what he meant to
obsessed first with alcohol, and then
acre property located southeast"
that they do have gay friends no mat
me
(It
is
still
very
painful
to
know
that
dium Drive and Kensington Wa.
with death. I attempted suicide twice.
ter who they are. Every time your lips
my parents went completely unaware
The first time, I tried to stab myself
35 Years Ago (I960):
utter
a homophobic sentiment, these
and unconcerned of this event).
but it was too painful. The second
Pa c i f i c ' s 3 2 n d A n n u a l B a n d '
stoic sufferers hurt. A normal person
hat found when I came out, was a
"The Greatest Show on Earth,
time I almost succeeded by swallow
would not wish to cause others pain.
tonight with 10 minute skits
group of amazing people who re
ing an entire bottle of tranquilizers
each
residence hall...Studen s
Youn
ayneverf
nd
spected me for whoever
I was
and
—
a, aim
;
i Out who these gay
Fortunately, I had a wonderful group
Pacific will participate in a J»r
but
if
you
do
tbink
didn't care who I loved. I was verv
lu
I^
'
of
of friends that saved my life and
the Stockton Airport where ,
lucky.
Most
people,
especially
at
UOP
!
homosexuality
as
a
God
given
helped me through my depression,
listen to Vice President Richar
SUCh 3S blue eyes or b,ack hair.
do not find such support from their
which lasted several years.
speak.
E
brace
P««™
their diversity, but never sacThe first time I had sex with an
52 Years Ago (1943)-^
Presently, I still battle feelings of
T I°UI OWn" Homophobia deother man was my junior year in high
A Mardi Gras dance was
self-hatred
and
my
own
f ear; fear breeds weakness and
A_
College of the Pacific. Omeg
school. He was a French foreign exbomo
hobia
eakness
succumbs to strength.
a dance to honor members
change student, and I was ready and
P
- These reactions have
the war.
willing. He had also slept with half of
, f" mstllled int0 me all through my
\
7
t0 f depth which 1 am just now
jd'an° is a 'unior in the ConserNote: Due to differences in
the woman I knew, although he was
k
!
tion
schedules, some y&
eglnnm
f
Musit
His
iece
is
about as into women as I was. After
g to understand. In life, we
^° .
P
the second
newspaper issued during f
co
ntless
Ultl
part
series
about
this, I really understood who I was
T "
images at every glance
n^
"
being gay
some cases information w
P
Ct heter°sexual couples in
frame
and was finally able to express my7' D° you want to be a part of the
able for a specific time
C3
Dan
eNe
Godfre
movies, television, music, billboards
11"*'
"
'
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llack History

rlR B V
Jest Writer

know"

0 year, Black History Month
.jnie personal.
Uliile in the library this week, I
Ljced the display of several well
Lvn black authors, illustrators and
p^ous other materials. The book,
ltiDerZee:

Photographer 1886-1983,

j.» my
mv attention. His name was
jBght
me because
miliar to w
~
— I- saw
™.. -some
J \J H i\_ of
i,,
i-js work illustrated in Essence magapie. Among the most well known
^olographs shown, was a picture of
TS grandfather.

He was seven feet tall,
with long white hair and
didn't wear any shoes;
|tien in the dead of winter,
due to a covenant he
made with Cod.
My mother used to tell me stories
•about my grandfather, who was
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M^thb^an^s^al
BTk^rt£rhintheannaisof

as the
t h e "Barefoot Prophet"
Pr u „ of
known as
Harlpm
h. was seven feet
. Protall
Phet'
of
Harlem. He
Lm
long white hair and didn't wearTnJ
shoes, even in the dead of winter, due
covenant he made with God He
was known as a street preacher and
would go into the various establish

ofGod" Harlem' preachinSthe word
Mother said there was one time
that grandfather disobeyed his cov
enant with God and that was at the
"ill 8 °f my Srandmother to
please act normal, cut your hair and
put some shoes on." Within less than
a months trme grandfather became
whh c h H,e,made a new tenant
with God and from that day on never
wore shoes again or cut his hair
When he died, his feet were as
smooth as a baby's butt.
I requested the book from the li
brarian and sure enough, there on
page 128 was a picture of my grand
father. I can't tell you the feeling I ex
perienced. It's one thing to be proud
of a very special grandfather, who had

a <rv^,,
itSnireiai0nShiP With God< and
mg to rea,ize that he
will £

My grandfather was a part of the

its one thing to be proud
of a very special
grandfather, who had a
special relationship with
Cod, and it's another
thing to realize that he
will be immortalized in the
annals of Black History
Month.
Harlem renaissance. He will be re
membered with a host of others like
war heroes Henry Johnson and
Needham Roberts, singers Mamie
Smith, Hazel Scott and Florence Mills,
poet Countee Cullen and heavy
weight boxing champions Jack

Johnson and Joe Louis. Also of that
period were political and religious
leaders such as Adam Clayton Powell,
Sr., Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Father
Divine and Rabbi Matthew.
In 1924, James VanDerZee be
came the official photographer for
Marcus Garvey and the Universal
Negro Improvement Association^ He
created the most comprehensive vi
sual record of the organizations ac
tivities in photographs, published in
ternationally in The Negro World, the
UNIA newspaper.
This year I will graduate with a
BA in Human Services and also a can
didate for the Ordained Ministry in
the Cal/Nevada Conference of the
Methodist Church. If I can leave this
world having made a positive differ
ence in people's lives, then I will have
walked proudly in my grandfather's
footprints.

Want to contribute your memories? Call
Features Editor Danielle Godrey at (209)
946-2115.
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In honor of Black History month

' Vvni. °w
Black

Afncan'American

professors and student body, I wel-

HistoryMo^thtGy0Ur JOln'n9 US 9S W<? beg'n

ends with nthe
,a ce'ebration
we embark on a journey that begins nor
I ewici
^l,on'/ we
:
the
month
I 'urs is a riri-i u/ but continues throughout the year,
history that cannot be restricted to a month.

inhe
4,
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wn-
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For a people so hated, considered less than 3/5th human and prop
erty to be handled in any way the owner chose, we have not only
survived, but we have persevered! We are people of great physical,
mental and spiritual strength. For many, it has been our faith that
kept us alive, in the face of unimaginable adversity.

Hear the drums, we are the people of the rhythm
v

we are the people of the rhythm
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we are the people of two continents, with Afhp6, ar9est-

^efsand
We are uc5cdiucirii5
descendants of
great kings,
queens,
>and hp I
ui greai
Kings, queens,
1
hemafir;^?rs' ,^.
had the
r7l3t'fiematiria
u- ur av,''zation "au
uie most
iiium imminent
iiiimineiH scientists,
suenusis,
^'onswerp05' P. osoPbers, educators, poets and musicians. Our
|^nity.
Practiced from the beginning of time and include Chris-

the di
rams, we are the people of the rhythm
for 3 rv
Were caPtured, stolen from their native lands, chained
hulls of
enslaHf' many not surviving the trip, brought to the AmeriVec* ^or three hundred years, we have come a long way.

5 and

On the 4-day trek from Selma to Montgomery Alabama, people were
tired, this was the third attempt and some were low in spirit, Martin
Luther King, Jr. said these words:
"I know you are asking today, How long will it take?
I come to say to you this afternoon, however difficult the moment,
however frustrating the hour, it will not be long, because the truth
pressed to the earth will rise again.
How long? Not long, because no lie can live forever.
How long? Not long, because you will reap what you sow.
How long? Not long, because the arm of the moral universe is long
but it bends towards justice.
How long? Not long, because thine eyes have seen glory of the com
ing of the Lord...

Hear the drums, we are the people of the rhythm

The poem above was written by senior J.P. Irby in honor of Black History Month. Due to an editing error,
^ ^ j a f t h e p o e m which ran last week contained errors which substantially changed the meaning of the poem. The Pacifican regrets the error.
j'tC v' fiH 'A ,1
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FROM THE
CHIEF'S DESK
Bob Calaway
Director, Public Safety

DNA
Testing
The purpose of this article is to
give you a summary of the DNA test
ing process that relates to criminal
evidence and the court process.
According to Attorney Robert
Fiatal, the ability to identify a crimi
nal through DNA analysis and com
parison is a revolutionary procedure.
This technique isolates and measures
the variations in the DNA structure
of unknown blood or semen and
compares those variations with the
variations in the suspect's DNA. The
technique is valuable in the investi
gation and prosecution of violent
crimes like rape, homicide and aggra
vated assault.
The results of DNA examinations
can effectively answer alibi defenses.
DNA examinations can also corrobo
rate the accuracy of questionable eye
witness identification and ellicit more
guilty pleas. In addition, it can exon
erate the innocent.

DNA examinations
can effectively
answer alibi
defenses.
For this procedure to be truly ef
fective in the criminal justice system,
expert opinions and conclusions
based upon DNA identification must
be admissible in criminal prosecu
tions.
Criminal evidence based upon
this scientific technique is strong
proof of guilt. Consequently, prosecu
tors, investigators and forensic scien
tists should anticipate strong defense
objections to the admission of such
testimony at a trial. All examined evi
dence must be gathered in compli
ance with constitutional standards
and maintained in a manner that
stops contamination and assures a
strict chain of custody. The reason for
this strict process is to prove evidence
authentication and identification.
In order for the prosecution to in
troduce conclusions and opinions
based upon a scientific procedure or
technique, they must meet the Fry
standard. To meet the Fry standard,
the scientific theories and techniques
must be generally accepted in the sci
entific community.
Numerous courts have assessed
the admissibility of expert conclu
sions based upon DNA identification
processes.
f

Learn your A's, R's and M s
A is for Assessment. Career explo
ration often begins with self- explo
ration. Increasing awareness of per
sonal characteristics, interests, skills
and values is a critical first step to set
ting realistic job search.
Career Services Focus is a simple,
yet extremely valuable series of three
counseling sessions which are avail
able to all. We welcome students who
have just arrived on campus as
warmly as we do those who have been
here four or more years. Goal setting
is an important skill we teach and
nurture, so you don't have to know
what you want to do to visit us. Visit
the second floor of McConchie Hall
or call 946-2361 to schedule a session.
R is for Research. Research is the
key to goal setting and ultimately job
search success. Our Research Library
has numerous career related publica
tions filled with job descriptions and
listings of potential employers. We
have a large collection of recruiting
literature, grad school and internship
information. If we don't have it, we'll
refer you to the main library to ask a

MONEY,
MAIORS, & MORE
Burton jay Nadler
Director, Career Services
reference librarian for assistance.
Reading can be supplemented by
arranging information conversations
with recent alumni or parents listed
in our Career Advisory Networks and
Alumni Directory. Counselors are pre
pared to guide you through effective
research or to answer any questions
you might have.
M is for Marketing or Majoring.
Marketing is how you find full and
part-time jobs, summer jobs and in
ternships. We help you develop job
skills which help you become a help
ful job researcher. On-campus recruit
ing and job postings are convenient
ways to market yourself to employ
ers.
On campus interviews will be Feb.
28 for the Westgate Academy to find
teachers to teach English in Japan.

Rainbow of Cultures

TREVOR MURRAY

Guest Column

Food, dance, multiculturalism it's all here at UOR Have you found
it?
Does the dining hall not satisfy
your appetite for sumptuous foods?
Have you given up on finding the
place where you can practice your
funky, outlandish dance moves? If
you are stuck in academia and not
able to find enough time or if you're
too apathetic to try to look for all of
the things that you had envisioned
finding at UOP, then you're in luck.
Rainbow of Cultures, sponsored
by the Office of International Services
in the Bechtel Center, will be your
weekly source of information (listen

up Mentor II students, it might be of
extra value to you). Rainbow of Cul
tures will be highlighting some in
triguing customs, life styles and up
coming events of the cultural groups
on campus.
How many of you know about
Ramadan? Did you give up looking
for boerenkool or sancocho, the foods
you loved when overseas? Rainbow
of Cultures is here to educate and in
form about what is happening on
your campus. Look for us every week
in the Pacifican. If there are any cul
tural groups that you would like to
hear about or if you would like more
information, please contact Trevor
Murray at 946-2246. I look forward
to hearing from you.

Now that you are on your own...
You need a family DENTIST you can call your own
and get the regular checkups without having to
wait until vacations or breaks. More importantly, it
will feel just like home—or even better. We do:
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry

• bieacnina

• Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• Easy and Gentle Care
• Ultrasonic Cleaning
• Most Insurance Accepted
• Fillings, Dentures

• CustomizedCosmetic Evaluation
and Treatment
• Video Imaging
• ToothColored Crowns
• Located Close to Campus
• Relaxed Atmoshpere

We value good communication—all concerns thai you have wibe answered.

Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH
One Coupon per Person • No purchase necessary • Expires 5-31-95

Lester H. Low, DDS

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association

Call NOW for your preferred appointment
Member: American Dental Association,
California Dental Association,
San Joaquin Dental Society

• m.

474-3333
— Member Pacific Athletic Foundation,
) UOP Sclpol of Dentistry Alumni Association
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Testicular

cancer K
Testicle cancer is the most
mon form of cancer in menfro
ages of 15-35. Although an,
mately 5,900 new cases oft'
cancer are diagnosed each year|j|
United States, an early diag
almost always curable.
Unfortunately, most men ait
aware that they shouldexamineeown testicles regularly. Itisesfe
that fewer than 5% of young have been taught testicular selfamination.

It is estimated that
fewer than 5% of
young men have been
taught testicular
self-examination,

4

t

c

Risk factors for cancer of their
tide include history of an undent
testicle or partially descended testirk
early puberty, family history oils
tide cancer, history of breast cam!
in mother or sisters, being ante
male, history of mononucleosis)!!
early age and obesity.
A common warning sign of tf
cancer is the appearance of a s
hard, painless lump on the from
side of the testicle. These ear)
are usually pea-sized. Other warr, ^
signs may include dull aches i
groin, change in the consisted'^
the testicle, feeling of heavl"e, , ,
testicle, enlargement of testi • j
den accumulation of flu'
in the scrotum and swelling' ^
derness in other parts-1sn
groin, breast or neck, ny ^
signs should promp
medical attention.
#
There are many otheu
conditions that may
of the scrotum includ'ig - ei:
varicoceles,
>P«®>
epididymitis, scrotal n . nsateP'
tide torsion. These cond °e«a^
cancerous, but will reqI
medical examination
,J
rect diagnosis.
_
infoflrt
A booklet with ^0^
and diagrams of the _/V111iredJ,„
examination may be
health center. A testicu]
jta| ed"
generally indudedh^" ^
is required for any rt"'"" tj0ns01,
Ifyouhaveanyq^;^
you might need ^ , ce#
please contact, the. he#1

r
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Critique

alism exists in one of the final scenes
don t normally reveal the endings
di™?!165' bdtsince this one is so pri
J Jand since I'm assuming that
after this review you won't even ac
cept an invitation to watch it on
video, I feel compelled to offer you
my analysis of its conclusion The

from page 19
«y vVell I'd be saying the same
•f 1 were reading this, but beI am being conservative in

fine,

ftiew.
was bke a bad car"
f iiis
nns mo1 yie
; .
,
,
^ r-liz-vir-o r\f tiri•-/-•Ia 2 —
^ if |had iU
the
choice of watching
Lm ie again or getting a root ca-

cer

p!

. L.Afo thp 1attpr pvprv Hav r\f

vk and
twice
on Sundays.
nu lvvlv
L ***'
Mt'ki
^L
-c WAA
.Kio —„
More evidence to this movie's re-

,uu8n'y tnirty
varrk amrt
ya™s aPart" Stone shoots him in the
head, causing him to do an aerial

MENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
all the things
you'll have to
memorize this
semester,
here's
^something
'you can
"actually
use.
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back flip and a tuck before he falls to
the ground.
Did they use different bullets way
back then? Did they have a whole box
of magic bullets? Did they inject these
bullets with steroids? And the most
Pressing question, "Was Mary Lou
Retton called in to act as a stunt
double for Hackman's death scene?"
This movie was so awful, I'm not
even going to comment on the more
critical elements of cinematography
but I will say this. If the special ef

fects man was really on acid, I think
he shared it with the camera crew.
Overall, I must say that if this is
the best Sharon Stone can do with
out taking her clothes off, then she
should stick to films of a more pro
vocative nature. Besides, she's getting
older, and if she has to depend on
making movies where she is not dis
played as a sex symbol, she might as
well go to the Social Security office
and apply now. This movie is nOt
good. Don't see it. Tell your friends
not to see it.
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VALUE MENU
(UOP campus deliveries)

OneToppngPizza
Small S4.99 Medium 55.99 Large S6.99

MOV

952-3030

'roffcj

(It's the phone number of
your local Domino's Pizza.)

UNLIMITED TOPPINGS
One medium pizza with
all of your favorite toppings

tor) (

eastaa

V

s8?.?

No double
portions please.
Additional pizzas
$5 each(no limit).

l!

s,uaen'!' ,acu"rand •«<.
fSj^r
^*«i«'^,0,her0,,e
'-»rvaM
ut'P
w'""I iWu U.LW .
va""
»a»af Wasting sio/es only.
°
Kin Qyf drwers

I
I
I
I
I
I
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iPARTY PACKAGE]
2 large one topping pizzas
1
^
and a 2-liter Coke/Diet Coke/Sprite

$•1099

I
I
I m+tax
I Offer valid lor allUOP students, faculty andalaff.

I

Coupon not vaikf with any older offer. Offer vald I
wfti coupon only. Valid at partcpanng stores only,
Customr payssales tax where applicable Our drivers
carry less than $20. © 1995 Domino's Pizra Inc
I
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Computer lost your registration? No parking?
r/fe y°ur 9r,Pe or praise down and send it in!
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UOP celebrates national "Girls
and Women in Sports Day"

(Ms

Pacifican staff writer

GEOFF GOODMAN

f

PAF Board of Directors will
be giving free pizza and soda
on a first come, first serve ba
sis one hour before the New
Mexico State game at the
"north end of the concourse of
the Spanos Center on Sat, Feb.
25 at 6:30 p.m. The game be
gins at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets are now available
for Monday's basketball game
against UNLV. Stop by the
Long Theater between 9:00
a.m and 5:00 p.m.
All students with a valida
tion sticker will be issued one
ticket with the option of pur
chasing up to two additional
tickets for $5 each.
Be at the
UNLV at 8:00
p.m. and get
on national
television. A
P re- ga m e
show will be
gini at 7:30 p.m . $$$$
_ conWI(.
tests for the most spirited resi
dential grou p, club, sorority or
fraternity will be awarded for
school spirit. First place re
ceives $200, second place re
ceives $150.

trmxr

The Pacific Association for
Women's Athletics (PAWS) is being or
ganized to promote awareness of
women's sports on the UOP campus.
The celebration to promote sports
opportunities for girls and women ties
into a nationwide event that has been
held for nine years. National Girls and
Women in Sports Day was held na-

We were involved in
organizing and managing
the luncheon," Koehler said.
"The purpose of the event is
to pull together prominent
women who could support
women's athletics. It was a
huge success.
tionally on Feb. 2.
Pacific Athletic Foundation mem
bers, UOP athletes, as well as business
women in the community were hon
ored as the "women who make it hap
pen during Sunday afternoon's PAWS

Tl9ers set

brunch in the Pacific club.
First formed in 1979, PAWS was
initiated to provide funding and sup
port for women's athletics at UOP. The
modern vision for PAWS is to provide
a supportive atmosphere for women of
all ages and backgrounds, and to form
a common bond around UOP, specifi
cally its women's athletic programs, in
order to promote educational, profes
sional and social opportunities.
Dr. Linda Koehler's Problem Solv
ing class, a requirement for Sport Man
agement students, helped stage the
event.
"We were involved in organizing
and managing the luncheon," Koehler
said. "The purpose of the event is to
pull together prominent women who
could support women's athletics. It was
a huge success."
Future plans for the PAWS groun
will include a luncheon series cover
ing topics related to women's issues
"ex! ^ncheon will take place on
Wednesday, March 29 from 12:00 p.m.
to 1.00 p.m. in the Regents Room. The
topic will be "Food for Thought: Eat
ing Right in the 90's."
If you are interested in a member°r have an7 questions,
contact Assistant Athletic Director
Denise Cohen at 946-2732.

sight,
on New MexiJ
State and UNL
GEOFF GOODMAN

Pacifican staff writer
After a mediocre road
lerton and Irvine last weef
ai'teamstandsii
fifth n?aa
BigWesU*
13 9 18* 'V
(8-6 in the Big West) aft P
caught by surprise by Fullerton
rebounding to nip the Ante
Irvine.

Pacific will need to shakeof
recent letdowns and get pu
for Saturday's contest as
Mexico State and Monday's
televised matchup with IJNLV,
With a season ending knee
to Mark Boelter, reserves Jon
and Matt de la Pena saw then
time increase significantly.

Pacific is 13-9 and Mit
Big West after being caujk
surprise by Fullertoni,
then rebounding tool}
the Anteaters in Irvk

"I could tell Boelter wasnlf
freshman guard/forwara Corey*
said. "Just because of the type
fense he provides. Mark noton
vides an offensive spark, but)
sive spark. He's enthusiastic
time. But we can't rely on one
for that. We all have to be ev
play."
a
Pacific was held to 38%fid3
percentage, including as®
17% from 3-point range, tnw
the contest against Fullerton,a>
eter aces Adam Jacobsen an
combined for only 15 poi" ^
Pacific successfully °urt
lackluster performance to
83-82 at the Bren Center
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A $100 banner bonus will
be offered for the group with
the most banners or posters
submitted by the deadline
' he winning group must have
pne banner submitted by Fri2^5?-.24 by 5:00 p.m. at
the Athletic Department of the
Main Gym. Contests will be
based on painted faces, origi
nal signs and number of fans
at the game.
We need energy and noise!

Basketball

Dr. Sarah

night.
. jfli
With four games remain J,
regular season, U°P f^,yJ
New Mexico State and v
a
then travel to first ran e
L
and fourth ranked NevaJi • J
Though UOPch*«;i
of the four top tearns
^
ence before the Big WeS
the team feels
chances of winningbeat New Mexico State
Nevada at the Spanos
heartbreakers to Uta1

I
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jdien's tennis hot in Southland
tflflCAN
HOP women's tennis team,
j number 42 in the country,
Lj to2-0 in conference and 4jwhen it split a pair of dual
in Southern California over
ifU'iid-

I Sunday, the Tigers dominated

ait

fete

Lee opponent UC Irvine and
«i Monday lost a tight one to
My ranked Pepperdine.
formidable opponent in the
V UC Irvine Anteaters were
by the UOP Tigers 9
LloO. Playing in 90 degree
[tie uomen netters were hot in
iys than one.
next day UOP played
me University, the number 10
i the country, and lost 5
s lo 4. The Norwegian freshente Grina, had a big win at
i three singles. She approached

the net at the right times to overcome
lomoko Fsurutani 6-0, 7-5 for the Tigers only win in singles.
thp Phee

Pl3ying eight S^e

pro sets

the I acific women swept the doubles'

Co-captains Marsa Kuurne and Tracee
Tee took another step toward qualifyng for the NCAA doubles championships by winning at the number one
Petmv
I defeated the waves' Isabela
ctrov and Natasha Pospich 9-8 win
ning the tie-breaker 7-5. Grina and
partner, Katharina Schlensker, won at
number two doubles and Tanya O'Neil
and Molly White won at number
three.
The Tigers play at Cal-Berkeley on
Saturday, Feb. 25 at noon. Their next
home matches are Friday, March 3 at
1:30 p.m. against Fresno State and Sat
urday, March fourth at 11:00 a.m.
against Oregon.
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Co-captain Tracee Lee closes in for a volley.

two
laid

ShJdent flffilere Profiles
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Lotk^r'tZtTZi0" Uuden^-athletes are oil attending their first year at UOP.
Look for these highly recruited students during the spring and future' seasons.

igers hold their own
lainst Pac-IO teams

td' baseball team made an«cpat proving their validity as
threat. The team took a 1-1
«nii against the PAC-10 power
V ,he way into the ninth
J "ly to watch it slip out of their
r
pitcher Mark Rodriguez
L,r rRun exPlosion from the
Urun n T' incIu<ding a lead
0n the first pitch of the
5
2(M0'maybe 1

•coach o„out," Tigers
F ttfcrHn ey Noble to,d The
;! the Ti^ f° re'iever Rodriquez.
«afight8srn didn t g° d°Wn
^omoH°hring2offheirown
^''ivasnw hemnth" Unfortu^'edbvam^ 35 theTigers
margin of 6-3 last
^irfbreaker'" one speci®y'hey no/ Bllly Hebert field.
Sdavs1!another shot."

T sfl°t at th'^n UOP team had
i
Coua e
^"'0 as they
er
»
'Rers u" °f Washington
Uld get their reL 0 " this day

S'hedaymshadalreadylost
of o o ramento state
u1botto'h of
th t0°k 3 5~3 ,ead
'hat in " of the eight.
g'

Ron Lewis

hit an RBI triple, scoring Curtis
Robinson. Lewis would eventually
score on a wild pitch from WSU
pitcher Ryan Post. The Cougars went
down quietly in the top of the ninth
inning and the stage was set for hero
ics.
Junior Mike Abernathy led off the
bottom of the ninth inning by taking
the second pitch from Post over the
left field wall, lifting the Tigers to a 65 victory and capping off a long day
for Washington State.
"I just wanted to get on base,"
Abernathy said. "I knew that there
were guys behind me that could drive
in runs. He threw me my favorite
pitch, a fast ball at the knees. I don't
think I have ever swung so hard at a
pitch in my life. 1 hit it on the sweet
spot and the only question in my
mind was whether it would stay fair."
Reliever Kevin Sumter (1 -1) picked
up the win despite giving up a leadoff
homer in the top of the eighth to Ken
Cameron.
The Tigers proved that they can
play with the big teams of any confer
ence. This should be a booster for
them as they play in their own con
ference schedule which will pit them
against #2 Cal. State Fullerton and #20
Long Beach State.

Dan Reichert

sity
it is
ler3aling

Dan Reichert is an 18-year-old pitcher
from, Turlock, Ca. In high school, Dan
was one of the top 200 ball players in
the U.S. This enabled Dan to travel to
San Diego and play in the Area Code
Games. For the past two years Dan has
played with the Houston Astros scout
team. Currently, Dan is being watched
by the U.S.A. Olympic team. Dan was
drafted last year by the St. Louis Cardinals in the eleventh round.
Even with all of his success in baseball, Dan still finds time to
play other sports, such as golf. Dan gives credit for his success to
his father, for playing endless hours of catch with him in the
bullpen.

Lorin Car

;no

ie5

I

Softball player Lorin
io is 18
years old, from Santa Ba
i. Lorin
is the recruit who was ui
ely hit
by fireworks in the 199
oming
rally-bonfire. As the fin
nt off,
the falling debris struck
te back
of her legs. She was rush
• hospi
tal and diagnosed with
l degree
burns. Even with this unbelievable recruiting ex{
r, Lorin
chose to come to UOP. Lorin's legs have complet
covered
and hopefully she will be standing on second base. Keep your eye
out for Lorin wearing uniform #4.

Ptiofos and inrervieuis bq Dana Light
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Don't forget sunscreen
'
Alpine Meadows is fully operational this week with 12 hfts
120 to 204 inches of machine groomed and skier packed snow and luu p
cent of the skiable terrain open. No snowboarding is permitted.
Badger Pass in beautiful Yosemite is offering mid-week ski packages.
More information is available by calling Badger Pass. All lifts are in operation
and 100 percent of the mountain is open on a 96 to 108-inch base of ma
chine packed powder.
Bear Valley has 100 percent of its terrain open, 11 hfts are scheduled
for operation this week on the 72 to 138-inch base of skier packed and ma
chine groomed snow. Temperatures for the mornings have been in the mid30's with day time highs in the 50's to 60's.
Boreal is reporting crisp morning lows in the 20's with warming spring
like highs by mid-day. Eight lifts are in operation from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and night skiing continues until 9 p.m. Boreal has a base of 160 to 170 inches
and the slopes are machine groomed.
Diamond Peak has been experiencing spring-like conditions with highs
in the 50's and freezing temperatures overnight. Seven lifts will be running
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Diamond Peak offers both a morning and an after
noon half-day lift ticket. Slopes are machine groomed and skier pack with a
base of 76 to 110 inches.
Dodge Ridge is fully operational with all 11 lifts scheduled for opera
tion on the firm 72 to 108-inch base of machine groomed and skier packed
snow. Morning lows have been near freezing with highs in the 60's. Dodge
Ridge offers two for one skiing each week on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs
day.
Donner Ski Ranch is operating six chair lifts and all 40 runs are open
on a 120 to 155-inch base of machine groomed and skier packed snow.
Heavenly has a 60 to 120-inch base of machine groomed and skier packed
snow. With morning lows in the 20's and daytime highs in the 60's, the
slopes become soft as the day passes. Twenty-four lifts are in operation, 15 in
California and the remaining nine in Nevada. Lifts are scheduled to run from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Homewood is in full operation with all lifts running and 100 percent of
the terrain open. Homewood's base is 62 tol44 inches.
Kirkwood is reporting the largest snow pack in Northern America with
132 to 228 inches of packed and skier packed snow. In addition to all the
snow, Kirkwood is offering a skier's special, ski four times and receive the
fifth time free. Call Kirkwood for more information. With spring-like condi
tions, the slopes are softening up during the day and freezing overnight.
Northstar is in full swing with nine lifts servicing 100 percent of the
terrain. Morning lows have been in the 30's.
Sierra-at-Tahoe has 96 to 192 inches of machine groomed and skier
packed snow. Eight lifts are scheduled to service all 44 runs.
& Squaw Valley is fully operational with 100 percent of the terrain open
and all 33 lifts running on a machine groomed and skier packed base. Low's
have been in the 30's with spring-like afternoons. Squaw Valley is offering
night skiing until 9 p.m.
Sugar Bowl has all 58 runs open and eight chair lifts operating on 120
to 204 inches of machine groomed snow. Daytime temperatures have been
warm.
Tahoe-Donner is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Three lifts are scheduled
to run servicing 100 percent of the terrain. Conditions have been great for
spring skiing. Tahoe-Donner has a base of 96 tol20 inches of machine groomed
and packed powder.
Ski trip to Kirkwood
UPBEAT is sponsoring a one-day ski trip to
Kirkwood on Saturday, Feb. 25. UOP students
c^n sign up in the McCaffrey Center
Gameroom. The price is $23 and includes an all
day lift ticket and bus transportation to and from
Kirkwood. For more information call Josh High
land at 946-2233.
Snow reports reflect the best estimate of conditions as of
Wednesday morning. Updated ski information is available
by calling the Sundance Sports snow line at 477-6789.
fifnVn" CM

Outdoor
club formed
THE PACIFICAN
Are you overwhelmed by all the
concrete and brick on campus? Feel
ing detatched from nature? Or maybe
you just need a little exercise?
The newly-formed UOP Outdoor
Club may be the answer to your rest
lessness. The group plans to participate
in a variety of activities including
mountain biking, rock climbing, ski
ing and kayaking.
"This club will be a good way to
meet new people," said student Lisa
Seaman, an organizer of the club. "We
will have the opportunity to share and
learn from each other while getting
out and enjoying the natural beauty
surrounding Stockton."
The club, which is still in the for
mation stages, will have its first meet
ing Wednesday, March 1 at 9:00 p.m.
in the Tiger Lounge of Grace Covell
residence hall. All students are invited
to attend the first planning meeting.
All trips will be "co-op," accord
ing to Seaman, meaning that the par
ticipants will organize the trip together
and take joint responsibility for plan
ning transportation, food and destina
tions.
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Over $6Billion in FREE c;ni H™.
|students nationwide
«J
scholarships! Mstudentsa^Xfill
income, or parents income
U ''

Toll-Frjj
^onnatio,
Referral fo,

1-800-VICT
Victims of Crime Resource I
,
UOP McGeorge School
3200 Fifth Avenue
*
Sacramento, CA 95817
I «llvt

SAN FELIPE
CRILL
CALIFORNIA FRESHTAQUERIA

FRESH FISH TACOS GARLIC PRAWNS
BREAKFAST BURRTTOS EGG & POTATO
FRESH DEEP FRIED OYSTERS
CHICKEN, CARNITAS, CARNEASADA
BLACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY
ICECOLD FTESHSgUEEZFDLEMDNADE
FRESH STEAMED ARTICHOKES

$ 19.9!
GradSptt

EXPRESSO/CATTE-OPEN PIT730am
We accept ATM & checks
Quality Drive-Thru
Phone Orders 952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.
1 Block South Of March Lane

For the Class of.1#

• Cap and Gown witM
•

school's hood and:
• Any second outfit -

choice

George's
Sports Cards
• BASEBALL • BASKETBALL
FOOTBALL • NON-SPORTS CARDS
GREAT SELECTION
OF SINGLE

cards-stars & semi
stars, veterans, rookies,
commons single
cards galore!
Baseball, Football &
Basketball

Moving... watch for new location
1018 W. Acacia St.

944-5627

. Many different

choices available

- 10-15 poses to cW°
. Two previews adde ;
of charge to the P
. Visa, Masted
payment plans ava'
..
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ific in fourth place
fspite injury to key player
«iTL GARCIA

led the club with 13.

fan Staff Writer

Missy has stepped in and started
for her (Bebber). She's a freshman and
she is playing really well," added
Soderberg.

j(e a recent injury to starting
?Uinie Bebber last weekend,
* n - s basketball team pulled
,o defeat Cal State Fullerton
undUC Irvine 57-55.
Lr their two victories last week
y, only four games away from
XWest Tournament, UOP is 15tfjlland 8-6 in conference. UOP
Lflih ied with Long Beach State
jurth lace.
knee injury has kept her
i g for two weeks now, but
ft seem to intimidate the

L

's
|'t(
lav
fvo.
fint

>ur starting forward,she
ether, but 1 think we have
s that are contributing to
and that has been really
or us," Assistant Coach
erg said.
n Missy Ross has stepped
raebber in the last two games. In
Jfemes, she has proved that she
jrves that starting position,
it Fullerton, Ross was one of the
Bers with 12 points. Sue Will

Sunday's victory was achieved bv
forward Connie Blaisure, who during
he last 10 seconds of the game, made
the winning shot.
"We were down by five or six
points down the stretch, then we
battled back and then it got down to
the last two minutes of the game. 1
think that last shot was just in the right
place at the right time," said Blaisure.
Sandy Hoge and Ross were the top
scorers against Irvine. Each of them
scored a game high of 13 points.
Blaisure followed with 12.
I think right now, in our favor is
the fact that as a team, we are shoot
ing well. We shoot 54 percent as a team
against lulierton and 50 percent
against Irvine. Right now we are 16th
in the country in field goal percentage
and it is great to be in that kind of
standings," said Soderberg.
The team travels Friday to play
against second place New Mexico State
in Las Cruces.

%

The PjciIK an

C enter Sandy Hoge awaits a pass under the lioop against Cal State Fullerton.

PACIFIC

INTRAMURAL UPDATE
BASKETBALL
Division leaders (as of Feb. 21)

Women's
1) Round of Applause &
Delta Gamma
Co-Rec
1) X's and O's &
International Brigade
Men's "A"
1) Dura Mater's

bears a late Bruin rally
ffOZIAN

The Tigers let the bad calls get to
them and it was evident in their play
during the third. UCLA scored two
P' lie ice h o c k e y t e a m ' s w i h goals in the first five minutes of the
l?a
'"ally came t o a n end last
third to make it 4 to 3. Each team
IV
' e n t h e y t i e d t h e UCLA
scored additional goals with two min
-V.
\lthough the tie ends the
utes left to bring UOP's lead to 5-4.
Jg s t r e a k , t h e y a r e s t i l l u n With one minute to go UCLA was
looking to pull their goalie for an ex
[f, ' e i r l a s t eight games.
tra player, but Pacific held the UCLA
havin U t c S t r o n g i n t h e f i r s t P e a n d v e r y physical
zone until there were 30 seconds to
go. For the final 30 seconds UCLA
•leinan t' C ^ C O r e d f i r s t w h e n
o v e l , ° f'red a shot
controlled the Pacific zone with six
lie bin r
players and with only 16 seconds left,
W
a
s
be goal
deflected
they
managed to put in a rebound to
Bhef
Kartozian at
1 h e first p e r i o d .
tie the game 5 to 5.
R j w t f i t s second goal of the
The Pacific Collegiate Hockey As
sociation does not play overtime pe
h
e
f
i
r
S
t
w
h
e
n
R
k
h
Ffc'ce'da,'
'
riods so the game ended in a tie with
and nice ? r n o v e r i n t h e U C L A
each
team earning one point, giving
t 0 ^artozian, who
lone t i m e
f " « e r s h o t p a s t t h e UCLA
[
the Tigers an 8-4-1 record.
I •
The biggest factors that contrib
uted
to the tie was that the Tigers let
Kfn!ntahged t0 score with 55
the officiating get to them, and they
tC>
e
d
t
h
e
f
i
r
s
t
railing 2-°]
"
seemed to let the referees take the
*ific cam
game away from them. Several of the
n<l the d e f U t s h o o t i n 8 i n t h e
players alsocame into the game over
, r | hold U r r A " S e s t e P P e d " P i t s
confident after watching the Bruins
S?ore,css- Pacific
° n two nf
fall easily to UNR the night before.
shots in the sec*'th the fir f
This weekend the Tigers go on the
a t 5:3] S p
c o m i n g from
road to play Fresno State Friday at
fiur nett,
a,cific scored again
Selland Arena, and Saturday they go
racL to car
* 3 P a s s ff° m
Ja~
the Ice Center of San Jose to face the
a
4
"
ifirt
'o 1 lead into
Spartans.
" """

SCO) )uest writer
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Men's "AA" Black
1) SAE
2) Phi Delt &
Bulldogs
Men's "AA" Orange
1) Nothin'But Da Best
Men's "B"
1) Nutty Nuts &
City Limits
Napoleon "A"
1) SAE
Napoleon "B"
1) Kappa Psi &
No name to fame
Men's "C"
1) Nut Soup
2) Kappa Psi

SOCCER
Captains' meeting: Feb. 23 @ 5:00 p.m.
(WPC 21 3)

SCHICK SUPER HOOPS
The Super Hoops event will take place this
Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
in the Main Gym. Winners will receive
selected items, including gym bags and
T-shirts donated by Schick. The winners
will have the opportunity to compete in
regional competition at Cal-Berkeley.
Come out and be part of the excitement.

RACQUETBALL
The 1995 Spring Racquetball Tournament
will open this Friday, Feb. 24. All players
I who have completed entry forms will be
contacted with the date and time of their
initial match. Please get in touch with the
IM office should you have any questions
or concerns.

ft'wryn: j .

UTTLE BY LITTLE,
OUR WATERS ARE LOOKING'
LESS LIKE ART
AND MORE LIKE TRASH.
There are toxic chemicals in
our water. Such as oil. And pesti
cides.
You might think industry
is to blame. But they're only part
of the problem. You and I, in our
everyday lives, are also responsi
ble for a tremendous amount of
water pollution.
However, we can all help pro
tect our water. For example, use
less toxic household cleaners and
practice natural lawn care by
composting and using fewer
chemicals. And instead of pour
ing used motor oil onto the
ground or into storm drains, sim
ply take it to a gasoline station
where it can be recy cled.
To find out more, call
1-800-504-8484. and we'll send
you additional information on
how you can help protect our
rivers, lakes and oceans.
That way we can turn this
terrible tide around. And restore
the beauty to our watet

CLEAN WATER.
IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE.
WE CAN DO A LOT.
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A small corner of Heemstede,Thi

Netherlands in February
by Alexandra Garschagen

